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Safety Warnings / Disclaimer 
 

● I am not a licensed mental health professional. 
● This technique is designed to be, overall, extremely gentle–with still likely a 

decent amount of suffering–but the freely-chosen, deliberately-entered, transient 
sort. 

● Nevertheless, some people who have worked with Folding have suddenly 
experienced extreme numbness, extreme suffering, or extreme 
depersonalization that has lasted for hours or days. 

● And, some people have, suddenly or creeping-ly, felt transiently, unpleasantly 
weird for minutes, hours, or days. 

● You use Folding at your own risk and you agree to handle your shit. 
Furthermore, you agree that you have the degree of logistical and emotional 
support that you deem necessary to do mind work and exploration that carries 
risk. 

● Support from me is unlikely and it is at my discretion. I simply don’t have the 
time to respond to everyone (I wish I did), but I do read everything. My ultimate 
goal is to completely take myself out of the equation, to have everything one 
needs be in the text. (I do invite you to contact me on my consulting page for 
negotiating a consulting rate. This supports my work and everything I can give 
away for free.) 

● This is a super-scary warning. I want to emphasize that a bunch of people have 
been heavily using Folding for gazillions hours with strong, net positive effects. 

 
 

● Finally, the below is just one, early pass at carving up reality. Take what works, 
ignore what doesn’t; this isn’t neuroscience or neurophemenology. Not yet 
anyway. 
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1 Introduction 

 
This document is intended to be a relatively accessible and jargon-free introduction to 
some pretty esoteric stuff. This introduction is abstract, and convoluted, but it gets 
breezier from here. 
 

 



 

*** 
 
People want things, and they have plans to get them. 
 
And, those desires and plans depend, in part, on beliefs about what exists, what’s 
possible, and how the world works. 
 
People aren’t always aware of the existence or details of their desires, plans, and 
beliefs. 
 
And, speaking loosely, desires can be confused, plans can be inelegant, and beliefs 
can be wrong. 
 
Sometimes, over time, a person’s desires bloom and clarify, and their plans and beliefs 
become more likely to work and more correct. Other times, some desires, plans, and 
beliefs do enrich and change, and others don’t. Everyone is a mixture of growth and 
arrest. 
 
When a person lacks awareness of the existence or details of some of their desires, 
plans, and beliefs, the evolution of those desires, plans, and beliefs is more likely to be 
arrested. 
 
When a person has increased awareness of the existence and details of their desires, 
plans, and beliefs, this, by itself, can promote change, growth, and evolution of those 
desires, plans, and beliefs. 
 
Further, people can be taught how to have increased awareness of the existence and 
details of their desires, plans, and beliefs. 
 
Further, people can also be taught how to have, not just increased awareness of the 
content of their desires, plans, and beliefs, but also increased awareness and skill for 
interaction with their desires, plans, and beliefs. 
 
That is, people can learn to deliberately and constructively interact with their desires, 
plans, and beliefs, whose growth might be arrested, thereby promoting the positive 
change and integration of those desires, plans, and beliefs with respect to other 
desires, plans, and beliefs within the person. 

 



 

 
And, on their own terms, people can get better and better at interfacing with 
themselves, which leads to people getting more of what the do want and less of what 
they don’t want, and which leads to everything being more OK, while all of that is going 
on. 
 
In, hopefully, relatively plain and straightforward language, this document explores one 
collection of ways to do just that. 
 
In the sections below, first, I will present a bunch of concepts, then I’ll present things 
that you can do, then I’ll list things that you may experience. And, all of that put 
together will allow to you to explore the claims above, for yourself, at your own pace. 
 
2 Concepts 

First, lots of concepts… 
 
2.1 A Rough Orienting Model 

Speaking loosely, consider that the mind can be aware of many different types of 
sensations and experiences: we know where are bodies are in space; we know we’re 
hungry; we can experience visual imagery; we can have inner thoughts, and much, 
much more. 
 
Further, consider that you have many desires, goals, and plans, which have 
relationships to each other, yourself, your beliefs, and to the world. 
 
There is also a relationship between what a ) your mind can be aware of and b) what 
your desires, goals, and plans are. 
 
That is, your mind can represent your desires, goals, and plans, so that you can be 
aware of them. For example, you can know that you want ice cream, and, if you were 
paying particular attention to your diet, you might say to yourself, “I want ice cream.” 
You might also say to yourself, “I’m definitely going to buy ice cream this afternoon.” 
 
I’ll make a rough distinction between a) “unconscious” desires, plans, and goals, b) 
“tacit” or “implicit” knowing, and c) explicit knowing. We’ll sharpen this up, later. 
 

 



 

In the example up above, where words are used, that’s explicit knowing, because 
you’re explicitly representing your knowing in symbols (i.e. words). 
 
You might also imagine that you “just know” that you want ice cream, without actually 
saying it to yourself: you want ice cream, you know you want ice cream, you know 
you’re going to the store later. That’s tacit or implicit knowing. There’s no language 
involved. 
 
(To be really clear, it’s worth noting that explicit knowing is always a combination of 
explicit knowing plus tacit knowing. They work together. However, tacit knowing can 
be present all by itself and work just fine that way.) 
 
And then there are “unconscious” desires, plans, or goals. This just refers to desires, 
plans, and goals that aren’t presently known, either implicitly or explicitly. These 
“unconscious” desires, plans, and goals might become immediately known, say, if you 
asked yourself the right question or if something happened in the environment which 
brought one or more of them to mind. (We’re still speaking very loosely, here.) 
 
So, at this point, we’ve made a very crude distinction between “unconscious” and 
“knowing,” whether implicit or explicit. You might wonder whether there is anything 
between  “unconscious” and “knowing,” and indeed there is. A more complete and 
useful model will be presented in the next section.  
 
But, for now, we’re more oriented than we were. People have something like desires, 
plans, and goals (and beliefs, and lots of other stuff). These sorts of things can be 
“unconscious” or they can be “known,” and that “knowing” can be implicit or explicit. 
 
The most important takeaways are that we don’t always know what we want or what 
we intend to do. And, sometimes we do. And, sometimes we “just know,” and, other 
times, we put that knowing into words. 
 
The purpose of this section was to bootstrap us to a more detailed model, to be 
discussed in the next section. And that more detailed model will then lead to tools and 
things to try. 
 
2.2 Setting the Stage 

 



 

This whole section is intended to provide all the puzzle pieces that will then be 
functionally linked together in the 1) Generative Overshadowing Model / Pointing Back 
Model and 2) Attentional Updating Model. 
 
In the last section, we talked about how the mind can have experiences, and we talked 
about “not knowing” (unconscious) versus “knowing,” and we talked about how 
knowing can be implicit (no language) and explicit (with language). 
 
Let’s break this down further, which will give us language and experience for tools and 
things to try in the next section. 
 
Specifically, let’s break down “knowing” into a bunch of different pieces. That is, you 
can “know” in a bunch of different ways. Another way to put it is that knowing can 
happen as different combinations of experiences. 
 
This matters, because these different pieces of knowing have different properties. 
When you take them all together, as normal experience, they function in one way, in 
normal knowing and thinking. When you take them apart and concentrate on different 
pieces of the knowing process, those different pieces function differently. That is, you 
can do different things with them. 
 
For example, after discussing language (Level 1), we’ll be discussing two other types of 
knowing: the so-called “felt sense” (Level 2), and then what I am calling “Level 3 
Phenomena.” Focusing on the felt sense, as opposed to words alone, can make it 
much, much easier to say true, useful things you’ve never said before. And focusing on 
Level 3 phenomena can make it much easier to change false beliefs. These are just 
examples—there is much more to say about the unique usefulness of each of the 
levels, and much of it can only be said after we’ve laid down additional conceptual 
puzzle pieces. 
 
So let’s begin. 
 
2.2.1 Level 1: Language 

First, knowing  can be linguistic. That is, you can know using words. This is more or less 
our “explicit knowing” from the previous section: 
 
“I want ice cream.” 

 



 

 
“I’m going to the store, later.” 
 
It’s worth pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of using language to know. 
 
2.2.1.1 The Good Stuff 

First, language is very powerful and flexible. Huge amounts of human experience can 
be easily described with language. We can talk about our hopes, fears, desires and 
dreams. We can scheme and plan. 
 
And, language allows us to put things outside ourselves, so we can reflect on those 
things. This is especially true when we write things down. 
 
Language is an extraordinarily powerful and essential tool. 
 
2.2.1.2 The Bad Stuff 

Now, it’s worth noting some aspects of language that are challenging. 
 
2.2.1.2.1 Finding The Right Words 

First, it come sometimes be hard to find the right words. That is, sometimes the words 
flow easily to yourself or others. But, other times, the words don’t come so easily. You 
can’t say what’s wrong, or you can’t say what you want. Or the words just aren’t 
coming out right. Or the words don’t feel right. 
 
And you feel as though, if you only could get the words right, if you could really know in 
an explicit, linguistic way, then you could make some progress, get some traction, 
write some stuff down, or talk things over with another person. 
 
Sometimes you can get some words that work with some time and effort, but other 
times it can be a very, very time-consuming and challenging process. You feel like 
what you want (or what you want to say) is too vast to express in words, or too 
complicated, or too subtle, or too nuanced. Or there’s no words that work in your 
language or any language; what you’re trying to capture or express is too unique, too 
special, or too alien. 
 
In future sections, we’ll explore what to do when words are hard. 

 



 

 
2.2.1.2.2 Getting Past the Wrong Words 

Another problem with language is that words can get in the way. 
 
Let’s say you’re trying to write down what you want, and you get some words onto the 
page. But, they don’t feel right. They seem like maybe they should be right; they’re 
straightforward and direct. But there’s something about them that’s dead. 
 
There’s something about those words that’s dead, but you might not immediately 
realize it, or you might not realize something’s not quite right. And now you’ve got a 
short paragraph that’s supposed to represent what you want. And you look at the 
words, and they’re distracting, they make it hard to figure out what you do want. But 
you spent so much time getting even this paragraph on paper. You don’t want to just 
throw it away and start over… So now every time you look at your goals, there’s this 
distracting, dead paragraph, taking up space, getting in the way, your eyes have to 
have a look at it each time you go through the document… 
 
The main idea is that words can have the property of never having worked in the first 
place, and, for a variety of reasons, bad words can make it hard to find good words. 
 
Now, besides words that never worked in the first place, there’s also the problem that 
words can stop  working. 
 
Imagine the example above, except that, at first, that paragraph you wrote really 
worked. It was fresh, alive, and vibrant. Every time you thought about it or your eyes 
even went near it, you knew exactly what it was referring to, and it filled you with 
energy, certainty, joy, excitement, or motivation. 
 
But, imagine that, over time, you  changed and the world  changed. And that paragraph 
that worked so well stopped reflecting you and reality. And at this point, all the 
problems mentioned in the last example are functioning here as well: 
 
Language that used to work has the same issues as language that never worked in the 
first place; it can be hard to get past that language to new, fresh language. 
 
 
2.2.1.3 Conclusion 

 



 

Language is not bad. It can be fresh, beautiful, and powerful. When you say things out 
loud or write things down, if that language works excellently, or at least well enough, 
then language is an additional tool to know and anchor yourself. 
 
When it’s hard to find words or when things are changing very fast, language becomes 
less useful and can even get in the way. 
 
The overall goal of this document is to give you tools to explore your desires, plans, 
and beliefs and to explore how you might clarify your desires, inspect your beliefs, and 
come up with better plans. 
 
In future sections, we’ll present things to do when words don’t work and when words 
get in the way. 
 
And, we’ll explore how language can be interleaved and combined with other tools to 
do things that neither language nor those tools can do alone. 
 
2.2.2 An Important Distinction: Concepts versus Phenomenal Objects 

When discussing Level 1 (Language), we talked about phenomena that are relatively 
easy to experience. For the most part, you can tell if you’re experiencing inner 
dialogue, and you know if you just wrote something down or said it out loud. It’s very 
clear and obvious, or, at least, there’s lots of obvious examples to work with 
immediately. It’s very natural to use language, and it’s pretty easy to pay attention to 
what you’re automatically or deliberately telling yourself. 
 
Level 2 and Level 3 are composed of much more subtle experiences and, initially, 
might be much more vague. You might not know immediately whether you’re actually 
experiencing Level 2 or Level 3 phenomena. You might not know, immediately, 
whether you’re doing it “right.” 
 
Actually, in the next few sections, you may have one or more of a few different initial 
experiences: 
 
First, immediately or eventually, you might come to realize you know exactly what I 
mean, after reading some of the descriptions below. You may have noticed these 
phenomena directly and may have thought about them. And, the descriptions resonate 
with you and fit the way that you’re already thinking about these things. Or, you might 

 



 

not have noticed them directly, but you still know what I mean, and what I’m describing 
seems deeply familiar. 
 
Second, at first you might not know what I mean. But, after reflecting on my writing 
and playing with the descriptions of things you can try, you might have a sudden or 
creeping realization that you are familiar with what I mean, either directly or faintly, and 
you were just using different language to describe it or my imperfect or even 
idiosyncratic descriptions didn’t immediately resonate with you. 
 
Third, you might instead be pretty sure you know what I mean, but, over time, you 
become more confused or uncertain about whether you’re actually familiar with what 
I’m describing. This is ok, as will be described below. 
 
Fourth, what I’m describing might seem entirely abstract or even meaningless, just 
empty words on the page that don’t make any sense and don’t get any clearer over 
time (at least for a few sections). This is also fine. 
 
So what accounts for these four cases? 
 
We can compare Level 2 and Level-3 phenomena with more commonly experienced 
inner phenomena. Besides language, which we classified as Level 1, there are other 
common inner experiences which are not a part of the Levels classification scheme, 
like emotions, inner imagery, or bodily sensations. (Why these aren’t a part of the 
classification scheme will be discussed below.) 
 
Language is a pretty “loud” inner experience. It often (though not always) grabs your 
attention, and, if you pay attention, it’s pretty easy to know when it’s there and when 
it’s not. 
 
Emotions exist more on a spectrum. Sometimes, often especially if the emotion is 
intense, you know that you’re sad, angry, or frustrated, though not always. And even if 
you do know you’re feeling something, you might not quite know what emotion you’re 
feeling. And even if you do know what emotion you’re feeling, you especially might not 
know how you know it! 
 
In a similar way, bodily sensations like hunger (or having to pee) can sometimes be 
obvious, but they can also creep up on you. And, say, it might not be immediately 

 



 

obvious how exactly you know you’re hungry, other than the fact that you’re walking 
towards the kitchen. 
 
Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena exist at the far end of this spectrum, opposite from 
language, with emotions and bodily sensations in between.  
 
Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena are so subtle that most people don’t ever have the 
experience of paying attention to them distinctly and directly. Another way to look at 
this is that people have the experience of Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena, but those 
experiences are mixed in or joined up with other experiences in an undifferentiated 
way. For example, “hunches,” “intuition,” or “just knowing,” can be mixtures of Level 2 
and Level 3 phenomena, as well as emotions and bodily sensations being mixed in, 
too. 
 
(And, by the way, experiencing all this stuff mixed together is just fine. There aren’t 
better or worse separations and mixes per se; different separations and mixes are 
more or less useful depending on what you’re trying to do. Hunches and intuition can 
be fast, familiar, and valuable. And sometimes hunches can be misleading and it can 
be useful to inspect the Level 2 and Level 3 experiences that might be part of them. 
And, so, we’ll be pointing out Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena in a differentiated and 
specific way, because it can lead to additional useful tools and experiences.) 
 
So, at first, these descriptions of Level 2 and then Level 3 phenomena, especially as 
they start to pile up, can seem empty, abstract, vague, fuzzy, or meaningless. And 
even if it all “makes sense,” you still might not really be able to “do it” or “know 
whether you’re doing it right.” In other words, these phenomena will still be existing at 
the level of concepts. Over time, you’ll come to know these things as phenomenal 
objects. 
 
Just like you’re able to point to a cup or a pencil and pick them up, similarly, 
eventually, you’ll be able to not just think about Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena, but 
you’ll be able to think, feel, and know with  them. On the one hand is conceptual 
objects, knowing about . On the other hand is phenomenal objects, knowing with . 
 
And, having the experience of knowing and working with phenomenal objects can be a 
gradual progression, from vague and uncertain to quick, certain, and precise. 
 

 



 

And again, it’s OK if you don’t know what I mean, yet! 
 
Many of the next few sections are designed to help you do just that. Though, it’s worth 
noting that sensitizing people to Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena is a work-in-progress 
and, likely, much better and quicker ways will become available over time. 
 
2.2.3 Level 2: Felt Meaning and Modeling 

This section is about Level 2 phenomena. Phenomena are classified as Level 2 
because a) they are more subtle than Level 1 phenomena and less subtle than Level 3 
phenomena, and b) fit into the generative overshadowing framework (which will be 
discussed in a few sections). 
 
The next few subsections give examples of the two main classes of Level 2 
phenomena and, before that, discuss some phenomena that don’t fit cleanly into the 
Levels classification. 
 
From here on out, information and examples will be mixed with “quick, painless things 
to try.” Don’t skip those sections! At the very least, read through them. 
 
2.2.3.1 Felt Meaning 

First, what felt meaning is not: 
 
Felt meaning is not inner imagery. Imagery can interact closely with felt meaning, but it 
is not felt meaning. 
 
Felt meaning is not emotions. Emotions can interact closely with felt meaning, but they 
are not felt meaning. 
 
Felt meaning is not bodily sensations. Bodily sensations can interact closely with felt 
meaning, but they are not felt meaning. 
 
(There will be more information about imagery, emotions, and bodily sensations in a 
subsequent section.) 
 
What felt meaning is  may become clearer over the next few examples. In terms of the 
Rough Orienting Model, felt meaning corresponds in part with “just knowing,” or tacit 

 



 

or implicit knowing. As described in the Rough Orienting Model, felt meaning is always 
there when you’re understanding language and it can also be present by itself. 
 
And, gently paying steady attention to felt meaning, temporarily to the exclusion of 
language, can strongly compensate for language’s deficiencies. Felt meaning can 
represent anything language can represent, and because you can always say more 
about a thing or situation, the space of what felt meaning can represent is truly vast. 
Additionally, felt meaning can represent what’s difficult to express concisely in 
language. You can know aspects of complex thoughts, nuance, subtlety, novelty, and 
patterns with felt meaning, long before you have words to express those things 
explicitly, if ever. 
 
Additionally, as Eugene Gendlin puts it, felt meaning is not intrinsically vague. It is, in 
fact, more precise than language. Just like you can tell that a musical note is being 
played slightly off, you can use felt meaning to tell if language is slightly off. And you 
can use felt meaning to explore, stabilize, and check very precise concepts while 
you’re still working out the words you might want to use to explicitly represent those 
concepts. Felt meaning separates words from what you actually want to say, so that 
you can find better words, when you want or need them. 
 
As you read through the sections below, there will be experiments and exercises you 
can do, to help you experience and experiment with exactly what I mean by “felt 
meaning.” 
 
2.2.3.1.1 Language Without Meaning: Semantic Saturation 

Language and felt meaning typically go together, so it can be hard to know what 
meaning feels like by itself. Over time, the goal is to be able to gently stabilize attention 
on felt meaning, in order to work with it directly. To do so, the next several sections are 
designed to point your mind at felt meaning, again and again, so that it becomes 
familiar. 
 
Here is the first thing you can try to get a sense of how felt meaning is always present 
during normal language usage: 
 
Pick any word, like “yogurt” or “government.” Now, say that word between twenty and 
hundreds of times, like, “yogurt-yogurt-yogurt…” 
 

 



 

It’s OK if this doesn’t work; there will be many more things to try, but what you may 
find is that the word eventually “loses its meaning.” It becomes an “empty sound,” like 
a grunt or gibberish, not even identifiable as language at all. You sort of temporarily 
forget that the word has meaning or even that those sounds are a word at all. 
 
This phenomenon is known as “semantic saturation,” and it is the experience of when 
felt meaning is missing. If this worked for you, and you can play around with different 
words, hopefully you’re convinced that felt meaning always functions during the 
ordinary use of language and that felt meaning is an interesting phenomenon. 
 
Importantly, while we did this experiment on just one word, felt meaning is part of the 
experience of “knowing the meaning of an entire sentence,” or “having a sense of the 
paragraph you just read.” It’s very flexible and expansive, and it’s not limited to just 
single words. 
 
Here are some related examples with written or printed words. If you happen to be a 
programmer, where you happen to be using a particular variable name over and over, 
or if you are writing a topical document where you are using the same word over and 
over, you may have had the experience of visual semantic saturation. The variable 
name or word seems to become “nonsense.” Temporarily, the visual experience of the 
word doesn’t stimulate the felt meaning behind that word. 
 
Here is another example related to writing. If you’ve been working on a written 
document for a very long time, for example for many hours before a deadline, you may 
find that the entire document becomes “slippery.” Your eyes are certainly passing over 
the words, but you don’t have a sense of entire sentences or paragraphs. You’ve lost a 
sense of what the words mean and whether they’re right or wrong, correct or incorrect. 
 
Hopefully these examples are starting to give you a sense of what I mean by “felt 
meaning.” You may find that the idea and experience of felt meaning is totally familiar, 
or you’re still unsure of what I mean. Even if you are familiar, it may take some time 
before you can place gentle, stable, steady attention directly on felt meaning. 
 
In any case, there are many future examples below. 
 
2.2.3.1.2 Meaning Without Language: Tip-of-the-Tongue 

 



 

In the previous section we explored language without felt meaning. Now, we’ll explore 
felt meaning without language. 
 
In your daily life, you may have had the experience of knowing there must be a word 
for something, but you can’t remember what that word is. You may even know the first 
letter of the word. But you just can’t bring the word to mind. “That word that starts with 
‘C’ but isn’t cut…” And you feel like you’ve almost got it… (This is the 
tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon.) 
 
And then, finally, the word comes to mind: “Cleave!” And you know that’s exactly the 
word that you meant. How do you know? Because you had felt meaning that 
corresponded to the word before you had access to the word that represents it. 
 
As you get better and better at working with the felt sense, you may have a more and 
more pervasive experiences that are kind of like this, as felt meaning becomes a vivid, 
salient part of your experience. But, it won’t have that faintly unpleasant and anxious 
sense that the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon has. It will be more patient, neutral, 
interesting, or pleasant. 
 
If words aren’t immediately available, because you’re saying something carefully or 
something very fresh or unrelated to things you’ve ever said before, you’ll often first 
have a slowly growing sense of felt meaning that you can explore. Prior to being 
sensitized to felt meaning, it might have seemed like words “come from nowhere,” in a 
mysterious and sometimes capricious sort of way. Now, over time, you can become 
very familiar with this process and know that words are on the way. 
 
Felt meaning is very useful because it teaches you to not give up too soon. If you don’t 
immediately have words or felt meaning, you can learn to gently place your attention 
where felt meaning will  be. 
 
And, if you have felt meaning but no words, then you can gently explore the felt 
meaning that’s there for as long as you like and gently help words to come. If you 
didn’t know about felt meaning and that you could stabilize attention there, you’d have 
no feedback or a less sure idea of what you were doing to get words to come. And you 
might give up too soon, in seconds versus tens of seconds or minutes, depending on 
what you were trying to do. But, in knowing about felt meaning, you can more patiently 
and confidently wait for words to come without giving up too soon. 

 



 

 
2.2.3.1.3 Speaking and Writing From Felt Meaning 

Continuing the above sections, another way to experience felt meaning is as a thing or 
a place to return to. 
 
See if you can find what these experiences are pointing towards: 
 
When you say something, and it doesn’t come out right, you try again. Where your 
mind goes before you try again, that’s felt meaning. 
 
When someone says, can you explain that  in different words? Your mind goes back to 
that , in other words, felt meaning. 
 
When someone says, what do you mean by that ? Your mind goes back to that , in other 
words, felt meaning. 
 
When you’re writing something, and it’s hard, what you’re searching for is felt meaning. 
Where you’re searching is where felt meaning will be. 
 
When you’re writing something, and it’s easy, you’re drawing upon felt meaning. 
 
When you lose your train of thought, you’ve lost your sense of the felt meaning you 
were speaking from. When you remember what  you were saying, the what  is felt 
meaning. 
 
See if the examples above continue to help point your attention to felt meaning more 
precisely. 
 
When you learn to pay attention to this what  and this that , you’ll find that there’s more 
to say, if you want, and there’s room to say things differently , if you want. And, also, 
you’ll find that you don’t have to say anything. You don’t have to use words, if felt 
meaning is easier, faster, or more precise, depending on what you’re trying to do. 
 
2.2.3.1.4 Responsive to the World 

Another function of felt meaning is that it responds to recognition and familiarity, to 
automatically constructed and perceived patterns, even for things and situations where 
you don’t have explicit language. 

 



 

 
This particular sadness. 
 
This particular excitement. 
 
This particular kind of situation; it’s happening again. 
 
If you pay attention when strong and clear felt meaning arises, you have the option to 
explore it further, to put words to it, if you want. 
 
“This is like all these other times…” 
 
“…and even though it’s really silly, a part of me is convinced that…” 
 
It might take a while for the felt meaning to brighten and clarify. The words might not 
come immediately if you’re looking for them. 
 
But, what you might find when you look are confirmation  and differentiation . 
 
In confirmation , you might find that, “yes, this is true, I knew it all along.” You might feel 
clarity, relief, “clean pain,” or useful insight. 
 
In differentiation , you might find the ways in which this current situation or recognition 
is different in some ways from what you initially thought. Maybe you are different, now. 
You’re older, stronger, and wiser. Maybe the situation is different, different people, 
different implications. The situation doesn’t mean what you initially thought it did. And, 
this too can bring clarity, relief, and useful insight.  
 
These positive changes might not have happened if you didn’t look, if you didn’t take 
the time to explore the felt meaning.  
 
What’s happening here is that reflection, exploration, and attention disrupt automaticity 
and habits so they can potentially change. 
 
So much of our behaviors, feelings, and thoughts are automated or habitual. This is 
what gets us through the normal complexities of daily life. But, sometimes habits or 

 



 

patterns can become outdated or stale. They no longer serve us as well as they once 
did. 
 
Paying attention in gentle, steady, methodical, exploratory, and precise ways can help 
us to implicitly update those older habits, meanings, and beliefs. You mind find felt 
meaning sometimes smoothly changes under your attention, in some sense all by itself 
(although you are helping), in personally important and valuable ways. 
 
This is different than “reasoning things out,” and “thinking things through.” There’s 
nothing wrong with that; these are excellent things to do as well, and you can mix all 
that in with direct exploration of felt meaning. 
 
What you might find is that paying attention to felt meaning directly, paying attention to 
what you really think and feel, more precisely than words, can more directly and 
smoothly lead to change. In some sense, felt meaning, Level 2, can be a more direct 
lever for change than language, Level 1. Though, of course, language and felt meaning 
can work excellently together. 
 
The use of attention will be further covered when discussing Level 3 phenomena. 
 
In summary, felt meaning responds to the world, and you can respond to felt meaning, 
and positive changes in how you think, feel, and act towards the world may then occur. 
 
2.2.3.1.5 Responsive to You 

In the last section I described how felt meaning can be initially responsive to the world. 
Here I would like to describe how felt meaning can be responsive to you. 
 
First, if you don’t have felt meaning you can ask for it. Second, if you do have felt 
meaning then you can ask it questions. 
 
In these ways, you can use Level 1 (language) to interface effectively with Level 2 (felt 
meaning), and you can know, feel, and experience yourself more clearly and directly, 
as well as cause positive changes, just by asking questions and feeling for answers. 
 
2.2.3.1.5.1 You Can Ask For It 

It takes a while to sink in that you can ask for a felt sense about anything, and felt 
meaning will respond as best it can, probably picking up nuance and speed as it goes. 

 



 

 
Here are some examples: 
 
How do I really feel about my promotion at work? 
 
Do I really want to do this? 
 
What really excites me about this? 
 
What are some things that I should be doing? 
 
What will make me happier? 
 
Which of these choices is best? 
 
Why is this so amazing? 
 
When you ask yourself questions like this, it’s worth being patient. Words might quickly 
come to mind, along with surface felt meaning. And there might not be strong felt 
meaning, at first. But, if you’re patient for long seconds and even minutes, strong felt 
meaning can form. 
 
It’s important to note that felt meaning isn’t a “magic oracle.” Felt meaning isn’t 
necessarily objectively true; it’s more correct to think of felt meaning as “true for you in 
that moment.” Felt meaning should be honored and listened to, taken into account. But 
it’s up to you explore how to effectively collaborate with what felt meaning says and 
wants. In some sense, you and all your felt meanings and parts have a voice at  
the table. 
 
Finally, here are a couple tips. First, the questions you ask can be very straightforward, 
but they can also be complicated: “Is there a way I might be able to get X but not Y in 
the case of Z, and actually what does all of that mean for me?” You can make almost 
anything into a question, or, you can get a felt meaning “read” on almost anything. 
 
And, here is one, last powerful tip: you can also ask things without using words—you 
can use felt meaning to ask for felt meaning, and you can use felt meaning to interact 
with felt meaning. You can pose a question that’s difficult to put into words, using felt 

 



 

meaning, which will give rise to a felt meaning answer. You can ask subtle, nuanced, 
heartfelt questions of yourself that are difficult to put into words, but your self will 
understand and respond. 
 
This section covered asking for felt meaning to arise, in relation to a question. The next 
section will cover asking questions of felt meaning that is already presently available. 
 
2.2.3.1.5.2 You Can Ask It Questions 

In the previous section, it was emphasized that there was a very large range of creative 
questions that could be asked to potentially bring forth felt meaning. 
 
In this section, we assume you already have some felt meaning, either faint or clear. In 
this case, there is again a wide range of questions you can ask. 
 
You might ask fairly content-specific questions: “So, this seems to be a part of what I 
want, but why?” 
 
There is also a wide range of more general questions you can ask that can be very 
effective: 
 
What’s the worst part about this? 
 
What’s the underlying reason for this? 
 
Is there more to this? 
 
Do I have all of this? 
 
What am I leaving out? 
 
What’s the most important part of this? 
 
As emphasized in the previous section, patience is important. Give it long seconds and 
even minutes. 
 
 
 

 



 

2.2.3.1.6 From Responsive Felt Meaning to Words, and Checking 

In the previous few sections, we talked about how to use words to work with  felt 
meaning. Now, it’s worth talking a little bit about how to get words from  felt meaning. 
 
Sometimes words will effortlessly and automatically come from felt meaning. You’ve 
probably had plenty of verbal thoughts and possibly insights from playing with the 
questions in previous sections. That’s just as it should be. 
 
There’s an additional distinction, here, can be critical. You might have plenty of verbal 
activity related  to what you’re doing with felt meaning, and plenty of it will be useful 
and insightful. 
 
There’s also another kind of verbal meaning, that which directly maps to the felt 
meaning you’ve been working with and cultivating . In other words, you have felt 
meaning and also accompanying verbal activity. And you can test that verbal activity 
directly back against the felt meaning : 
 
For example, you might first remember and repeat the verbal activity that just went 
through your head (“I should definitely apply for that job; it will be exciting.”), and then 
you can ask, “Is that right?” Or, “Is that what I mean?” 
 
You might get a feeling of, “Almost,” or “Not quite right,” and you can try again with 
different words. Sometimes, it can be very worth it to work with felt meaning for long 
minutes, until you get a sense of, “Yes! Exactly!” Once you have this experience of a 
perfect fit, you’ll want it again. 
 
When you get a “not quite right,” and you’re trying again, don’t fall into the mistake of 
randomly trying different combinations of seemingly related words, to see if you can 
get it right. This is unlikely to work because you’re trying words based on your 
preconceptions, not what’s actually there in the felt meaning. The felt meaning will be 
fresh, relevant, and contentful, albeit nonverbal. Pay attention to the felt meaning with 
an open mind, again and again; that will influence the part of you that’s forming words 
to really try to find words that fit. 
 
Sometimes, felt meaning will continue to shift and constructively evolve, to help to 
make it easier to find words. But, again, let the felt meaning guide the words, don’t try 
to force the felt meaning to fit your preconceived words. 

 



 

 
In summary, when it matters to get words that fit felt meaning very closely, you can 
check words directly against the felt meaning. And, it doesn’t have to be a guessing 
game, as you keep attending back to the felt meaning. 
 
2.2.3.1.7 Structured Protocols 

There are a number of structured protocols, well-defined steps and questions, that aid 
people in working with felt meaning. They can be very helpful to work with for many 
months or even years, and they can also be used as stepping stones to creatively 
working with felt meaning on your own. Some of these resources are listed below. You 
can also find them in the bibliography at the end of this document. 
 
Cornell, Ann Weiser. Power of Focusing. Thinking Allowed Productions, 2000. 
 
Earley, Jay. Self-Therapy. Pattern System Books, 2012. 
 
Ecker, B., and L. Hulley. "Coherence therapy practice manual and training guide." 
Oakland, CA: Pacific Seminars. 2006. 
 
Gendlin, Eugene T. Focusing. Bantam, 1982. 
 
Perl, Sondra. Felt sense: Writing with the body. Boynton/Cook Heinemann, 2004. 
 
 
2.2.3.2 Felt Modeling 

There is an additional phenomenon at Level 2 that is closely related to felt meaning but 
is not the same thing. (That said, they work closely together and their boundaries blur.) 
 
This additional phenomenon is iconic mental models, or felt modeling. Felt meaning is 
the knowing of, the sense of, what things, well, mean. Felt modeling is the knowing of, 
the sense of how things work. You reason with and make decisions with felt modeling 
when you’re dealing with abstract or concrete mechanisms. 
 
Abstract mechanisms are everything from the water cycle, to democracy, to a 
mathematical integral. Concrete mechanisms are what you deal with when you change 
your windshield wipers or learn a new throw in your martial arts class. You’re working 
with mental models when you’re “figuring” and “figuring out.” 

 



 

 
Felt meaning is nonsymbolic and nondiscrete, though symbols (words) can be mapped 
to it. 
 
In contrast, felt modeling, mental models, are quasi-symbolic and “iconic.” They are 
iconic “because” it is elegant for parts of mental models to correspond directly to 
abstract or concrete structure. They are also partially symbolic, according to Philip 
Johnson-Laird, because that iconic structure can’t represent non-iconic concepts such 
as “not,” and so must be augmented when necessary. 
 
But, you don’t have to take my word for it, or Johnson-Laird’s. You can experience this 
directly. And it’s useful. 
 
2.2.3.2.1 Read-Off Versus Inference 

Mental models are effortlessly part of your ongoing thinking, all the time. Though, 
isolating and experiencing mental models directly takes some practice. It can feel 
unnatural and counterintuitive at first. 
 
If someone asks you “what you think,” there is a tendency to start... thinking about 
what you think. “Well, my opinion is sort of this, but I always try to remember to take 
these things into account, and there was this one time…” You might call that inference. 
 
In contrast, to “look” directly at a mental model, you perform an action that I am calling 
read-off . I’m calling it read-off because, while it’s not a perfect analogy, read-off is 
more like looking at the time on your watch or looking at the speedometer on your car. 
It’s fast and direct, and, in some sense, the information you want is right there, on the 
surface, for the taking. 
 
Now, getting a read, looking at your models, isn’t quite as simple as “read-off” sounds. 
It can be “right there,” but there is a bit of a “pinning it down” sense, a bit of “getting it 
to stick and reveal itself.” But, it’s worth emphasizing that this “struggle” has a very 
non-adversarial feel: 
 
With felt meaning, it can sometimes feel like you’re “hurting” the felt meaning if you 
push it too hard. Like, it wants to go away or it’s upset with you. Felt models feel more 
robust, like they can take more abuse and more prodding without getting hurt or going 
away. They just unapologetically are , though, as we’ll see, you might be embarrassed 

 



 

by their simplicity when you look at them. In fact, there are three challenges to working 
with mental models, and embarrassment is the first one we’ll cover. 
 
Before we get into these challenges, I want to talk a little bit more about the action of 
read-off, itself. 
 
First, let’s talk about felt meaning, again, to compare and contrast. In your experience 
of felt meaning, you may have noticed that felt meaning is a bit more “pressure-y,” a bit 
more towards the front of your face and maybe a bit more in your chest, or, at least, 
it’s sometimes accompanied by that. Experiencing it may have a sense of precision, 
but it also may alternate with a softer feel. And, it’s slower, or, at least, even if you take 
quick glances, it can evolve more slowly in between glances. 
 
Felt modeling, to me, feels like you’re casting your attention more a bit up and back in 
your head, a bit like looking at the back of your eyeballs or the back of your skull. It’s 
often accompanied by faint quasi-imagery, indistinct, colorless, almost visual 
experience. This quasi-imagery isn’t the same thing as the felt modeling itself, but they 
can arise together--you may be familiar with the experience of faint quasi-imagery. 
And, if you can experience that, you’re on the right track. 
 
To get your attention to go in the right way, you might (with words, then wordlessly) 
ask, “What do I really think with this?” Or, “What’s really going on with this?” But, be 
careful to not let your attention get caught by the experience of the question, and 
instead let the question direct your attention away from the question and to the right 
place. 
 
In the next section, we’ll cover the challenges of experiencing felt modeling, and this 
will give more clues about what it’s like and how to experience it directly. 
 
2.2.3.2.2 Challenges 

Direct experiencing of felt modeling is counterintuitive. The next few subsections 
explore this. 
 
2.2.3.2.2.1 Simplicity 

The first challenge to directly experiencing mental models is that they can be so 
surprisingly simple, that you won’t immediately believe that you’re experiencing the 

 



 

right thing. (After this section, you might not believe me, but, there is an aspect to 
mental models that compensates for this simplicity, as we’ll see in the next section.) 
 
Often, frequently, mental models are composed of just a few moving parts, maybe two 
concepts and a relation. A general example would be like this: 
 
“x causes y” 
 
That’s it. Of course, the above example in quotes is just words on a page. The actual 
experience of the mental model is felt in a precise, interlocking, idiosyncratic way. 
 
Here’s a more “concrete” example: 
 
“happiness hurts chances” 
 
(And a very concrete example would be “heat boils water.”) 
 
You’ll note that “happiness hurts chances” is also seemingly very odd, cryptic, and 
idiosyncratic. I made this one up, but in fact this is a pretty typical “style” for mental 
models to have. We’ll talk about idiosyncrasy in the next section; here we just want to 
focus on simplicity. 
 
The main point of this subsection is that the very simplicity of mental models can make 
it hard to focus on them and take them seriously: “I believe that? I think that?” 
 
Getting past this initial disbelief, inner embarrassment, and even self-outrage is an 
important step to being able to clearly see a particular mental model as well as mental 
models in general. 
 
It’s worth noting, seeing a mental model clearly doesn’t mean you have to tell anyone 
else how you’re actually thinking about something. (Though, of course, in intimate or 
therapeutic settings that might be really constructive and useful.) 
 
And, another thing to keep in mind is that, on the one hand, yes, that simple thing is 
what you really happened to think at that moment. But, on the other hand, it’s not only 
what you think. As we’ll see, mental models interact in more complicated ways. And, in 
that sense, those more complicated interactions are also what you really think.  

 



 

 
And, finally, as we’ll see, whether you keep it to yourself or talk about it out loud, the 
act of clearly seeing mental models, is the first step in honoring them, improving them, 
and maturing them. Sometimes a mental model is “exactly correct” (or exactly correct, 
for you, right now) and owning up to yourself about the straightforwardness of what 
you really think is a strong relief, even if it hurts, too. And, as we’ll see, just clearly 
seeing a mental model can cause it to immediately, spontaneously start to heal, 
change, or improve. 
 
2.2.3.2.2.2 Idiosyncrasy (and Partialness) 

The next challenge to clearly seeing mental models is that they’re weird (or fun, or 
deeply painful and embarrassing, or uniquely you). 
 
Mapping language to mental models, if you do so, will seem very counterintuitive 
because they language that you eventually find, that seems to fit, will be very 
idiosyncratic. 
 
And, often, the models will seem to cover weird, counterintuitive parts of reality: 
 
“Love and pushing causes early frustration.” 
 
You don’t have to express mental models in words, though sometimes it can be very 
helpful as a feedback mechanism. But, when you do, it’s just worth keeping in mind 
that, over and over again, the language might be bizarre, fantastic, or cryptic. But, 
when you get the language right, you’ll feel the fit. And you’ll know you’ve seen a 
mental model clearly. (Seconds later it might seem like the language no longer fits, so 
you’ll wonder if you actually did it right. We’ll cover this phenomenon in a couple 
subsections.) 
 
When you do keep this in mind, it’s easier to see mental models clearly. (And then, by 
the way, you can pose felt meaning questions with respect to the felt models: “Why 
does love and pushing cause early frustration?” And then you’ll likely get felt meaning 
back and additional felt models. 
 
The cryptic (and simple) nature of mental models is due, in part, because mental 
models tend to be either summative or partial. On the summative side, they can be a 
quick-and-dirty heuristic for high-level reasoning. On the partial side, reasoning can 

 



 

use a collection of simple mental models in concert, to more fully cover a topic (like 
“democracy” or “relationships”). 
 
In any case, being aware of the bizarre or cryptic mental models might appear, when 
translated into language, can make it easier to see them clearly and directly. And, 
again, getting in touch with what’s really, actually there, the icons, the actual moving 
parts and their relationships, as strange as they are, is useful and constructive. 
 
2.2.3.2.2.3 Speed (and Partialness) 

Another challenge to clearly seeing mental models is not understanding their speedy 
nature, their speedy appearance and disappearance, and why they come and go as 
they do. 
 
Mental models “flicker” in and out of your attention and awareness, depending on what 
“aspect” or “level” of a “thing” you’re looking at. What part of democracy, what 
aspect? What aspect of relationships? How they’re fun? How they’re hard? The 
beginning? At bedtime? Your significant other on Tuesdays? All people in 
relationships? 
 
You might cover different aspects very quickly and densely when you’re thinking about 
something or reasoning through something, even more specific and personal than the 
examples I’m giving above, and this dense specificity might be confusing, as well as 
how fast the mental models come and go. Knowing how this works might make you 
more confident, when darting in with your attention and grabbing a mental model to 
see its nature. 
 
Of note, you can incline your mind and focus your attention, that is deliberately think 
about something, in order to make it more likely that the mental model you want will 
“come around again” so you can make a grab for it. Additionally, you can get particular 
mental models, or a smaller collection of mental models, to stick around for a bit if you 
“feel into” them, if you feel them in your body as if you’re manipulating it, simulating it, 
or acting it out. (This weaves together with affordances which we’ll examine when we 
discuss Level 3 phenomena.) 
 
And, “grabbing” and reflecting upon a mental models might immediately cause them to 
change, as we’ll see in the next subsection… 
 

 



 

2.2.3.2.2.4 Evolution 

The final challenge of directly examining mental models is one of the main reasons for 
doing so.  
 
Directly examining a mental model will often cause it to automatically, positively 
change. (And more direct examining, along with thinking, reasoning, and feeling, can 
cause it to positively change even more.) 
 
Precise examining, precise reflection “opens up” or “decompiles” automaticity. 
Looking in the right way, looking directly at the habit (of thought, in other words the 
mental model) opens it up to positive change. Sometimes they way we think has gone 
stale, but we don’t know until we actually look. Thinking the thought usually isn’t 
enough; we have to look at the thought in just the right way. And direct examination of 
mental models is one such way. 
 
Sometimes you get a clear look at a mental model, and you put it into felt meaning or 
words, and then almost as soon as you’ve done that, or seconds or minutes later, 
those words no longer seem to fit. And then you wonder if you’d even gotten a clear 
look at all. 
 
But, in fact, you most likely did! Whether you realize it’s happening or not, clearly 
looking at mental models often causes a cascade of changes. Sometimes you’re aware 
of it and sometimes you’re not. 
 
Sometimes you’re immediately aware of yourself almost spontaneously coming up with 
counterexamples, or thinking (or saying), “Wait, that’s not quite right; it’s more like 
this…” Or you start making distinctions, “Well, yes, that applies in those cases, but this 
is actually a different case for these reasons and what to expect is different…” Or you 
might realize conditions, “Oh, that actually only applies in this more narrow case…” 
And all of those realizations, all of that thinking gets incorporated into your mental 
models. 
 
A more complex mental model might look like this if rendered into words: 
 
“x and y in this case, but there are these exceptions, and you have to look out for this, 
and don’t worry about that in these cases, and you can usually expect good things as 
long as you carefully do a, b, c” 

 



 

 
You’ve almost always done much thinking, learning, and experiencing since the last 
time you really looked at that mental model. And, when you do look, a bunch of 
evidence you’ve picked up in the meantime becomes incorporated into that mental 
model, to bring it up to date with the present. Sometimes it’s lots of little changes. If 
it’s a big change, that often comes with palpable insight, new behavior, and new 
emotions. Sometimes things elegantly come together into “simplicity on the far side of 
complexity,” and a bunch of things in your life become clearer and easier. Often it’s a 
rolling process with ups and downs—changes causing more thoughts, experiences, 
and changes over time. 
 
And, taking the time to look at mental models, in the meantime, can speed the process 
along. 
 
2.2.3.2.3 Level 2.5 

So that’s felt modeling. Felt meaning and felt modeling make up Level 2. Felt modeling 
might almost be considered Level 2.5; it is closer in character to Level 3 Phenomena 
than felt meaning, as we’ll see in coming sections. 
 
In the next section, we’ll touch upon imagery, emotions, and bodily sensations, which 
interact with Level 2, but aren’t properly a part of of this Levels 1-3 classification and 
the Generative Overshadowing Framework. A description of what generative 
overshadowing actually means is coming soon. 
 
Finally, the Level 2 section of this document will end with a contrast of the strengths 
and limitations of Level 2 phenomena, which will be used as a segue into discussing 
Level 3 phenomena. 
 
2.2.3.3 Imagery, Emotions, and Bodily Sensations 

This section returns again to imagery, emotions, and bodily sensations. These 
phenomena are not properly a part of Level 2 because they are not immediately 
involved in generative overshadowing mechanism (which links up Levels 1-3), as far as 
I can tell. (The generative overshadowing model is discussed in a subsequent section.) 
 
These phenomena might properly be thought of as a “side loop” that interacts with 
Level 2 phenomena. That is, Level 2 phenomena influence inner imagery, emotions, 

 



 

and bodily sensations. And inner imagery, emotions, and bodily sensations influence 
Level 2 phenomena. 
 
An example of this is that changes in Level 2 phenomena will seemingly evoke inner 
imagery or quasi-imagery. If you’re experiencing felt meaning about cars or flowers, 
you may have flashes of imagery or almost-imagery involving aspects of cars or 
flowers. If you’re nonverbally thinking about a blueprint for a house, you’ll probably see 
flashes of how the actual finished house might look or faint imagery of a portion of the 
blueprint. If you’re thinking about how to talk about the inner workings of some sort of 
mechanism, you’ll surely have some sort of semi-iconic representation in Level 2 with 
accompanying ghosts of similarly schematic imagery, at the very least. 
 
In the opposite direction images that appear in the mind, for whatever reason, can then 
influence Level 2 phenomena. So, an image of cat in your mind, will stimulate the felt 
meaning of a cat as well as various associations that can arise as felt models. 
 
Especially at first, it can be difficult to tell where, say, felt meaning or felt modeling end 
and imagery begins (ditto for emotion and bodily sensations, to be discussed below).  
 
While you’re learning to stabilize attention on Level 2 (or Level 3) phenomena, it’s 
important to not get in the habit of trying to suppress what you’re not paying attention 
to. 
 
In the original Rough Orienting Model we just said that you either “know” something or 
that something is “unconscious.” But, now it’s time for a more fine-grained model. In 
this more accurate model, things can be in awareness without necessarily being 
attended to. 
 
So, while you’re learning to make careful distinctions with your attention, and you’re 
learning to perhaps subtly, gently stabilize your field of experience in order to make it 
easier for your attention, consider being careful to not push things out of your field of 
experience. In other words, consider that there might be room for everything. Consider 
that there might be plenty of space for everything to hang out. 
 
That is, while we’re concentrating very intently on some aspects of experience (Levels 
1-3) versus others (the phenomena discussed in this section), it’s important to not 
necessarily value any experience over any other experience. Rather, know what 

 



 

experiences are for , depending on what you’re trying to do. And, it’s also very 
important to let your mind (heart, inner self, attentional prioritization algorithms, 
whatever, etc.) have input into where your attention goes. 
 
Yes, you might be trying for a very specific effect using Levels 1-3. But, your attention 
might “want” to fully, patiently experience an emotion, for example, and for good 
reasons that you might not fully appreciate or understand. Always keep in mind that 
your attention might “know” things that you don’t, via intuition, inner wisdom, brain 
stuff, however you want to think about it. The rest of you isn’t necessarily “right,” or 
maybe, sometimes, it is  much smarter than your agenda at that particular moment. In 
any case, pay attention to where your attention wants to go, and explore when it might 
be very good to honor that. And, in my experience, it’s probably good to err strongly 
on the side of honoring it. 
 
This is especially important because imagery, emotions, bodily sensations (and 
non-deliberate inner talk) are of course not arbitrary; they carry information about self 
and world. They are a source of information about yourself and how parts of your “self” 
are feeling and knowing towards the world. These phenomena are inference fuel, a rich 
source of patterns and information. 
 
Emotions and bodily sensations seem mixed with felt meaning  because they’re all 
meant to work together. Inner imagery seems mixed with felt modeling  because they’re 
meant to work together. 
 
In summary, of course learn the tools, work on being precise to go for effects that you 
want, but also listen for what your heart, body, etc., want to tell you, and listen for 
where your attention wants to go and how your attention wants to arrange itself, 
independent of what I’ve explicitly written about here. 
 
2.2.3.4 Limitations of Level 2 Phenomena 

Several sections ago, we discussed the strengths and limitations of Level 1 (language). 
Working with your attention mainly focused on the words can be very powerful. It lets 
you prioritize explicitness first, which means that you can reflect on the words and 
come back to them later. The downside of language is that it can become stale and 
distracting. 
 

 



 

Working directly with Level 2 phenomena, felt meaning and felt modeling, means that 
what you’re working with will be fresh and relevant. And you Level 2 phenomena can 
let you work quickly and directly with nuance and subtlety. The disadvantage is that, at 
least at first, it can be more challenging to do so. Felt meaning and modeling are more 
“slippery,” and put more demand on your memory to keep track of everything. And, 
sometimes it can a) be harder to come back to where you’ve left off or b) to 
cumulatively build on progress that you’ve made, unless you’ve found some anchoring 
words that fit well enough, at least temporarily. 
 
That freshness and relevance though, can make it feel, and legitimately so, that you’re 
working “closer to yourself,” more “in relationship to yourself,” getting in touch with 
what parts of you want, think, and feel. This can be very powerful, useful, and 
gratifying. 
 
And, all in all, it’s very helpful to have the skill of working directly with Level 2 
phenomena. Even if you’re not doing so explicitly, all the time, your heightened 
awareness of Level 2 will inform your use of language and really everything in your 
entire life. 
 
In the next section, we’ll be moving to Level 3 Phenomena, which are even more subtle 
and more slippery than Level 2 phenomena. But, by now, you’ve had practice with the 
subtlety of Level 2, and you’re more ready for Level 3, now, than you’ve ever been. 
 
While Level 3 phenomena are even more subtle, as we’ll see, being aware of these 
phenomena gives you access to a whole range of new, powerful tools. Level 3 gives 
you more ways to be in relationship with yourself, which are, in some ways, perhaps 
even closer to the “real you,” than Level 2, and are definitely powerfully, gratifyingly 
complementary, at the very least. 
 
We’ll explore all this in the sections ahead, as well as make the connections between 
Levels 1, 2, and 3 more clear. 
 
2.2.4 Level-3 Phenomena 

And now we come to Level 3 phenomena. Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena are both 
“subtle,” and Level 3 phenomena are even more subtle than Level 2 phenomena. 
 

 



 

So, how does one tell them apart? Over time, they simply come to feel different. Just 
like “inner sound” feels different than “inner imagery,” or just like your sense of touch 
feels different than you sense of smell, the “quality” (i.e. the qualia, the phenomenal or 
felt conscious experience) of Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena are different. 
 
Below, I will try to describe some of the differences in words. If these words are 
meaningless, if they seem empty or you don’t know what I’m talking about in this 
section, that’s OK. In subsequent sections I will give tips on how to make it easier to 
experience Level 3 phenomena. 
 
On the other hand, you might have a creeping sense of familiarity, that you kind of, sort 
of know what I’m talking about, though you might use different words. Or, you know 
exactly what I’m talking about. All that’s great too. 
 
Just as with Level 2 phenomena, Level 3 phenomena, in some sense, function in all 
cognition and experience. It’s mixed in with all your thinking and experiencing. You’re 
already swimming in it, which makes it harder to distinguish it within your experience. 
And it is fast and faint, at least at first, which makes it harder, too. 
 
So let’s start describing some of the differences, as a first pass. 
 
2.2.4.1 Level 2, Level 2.5, Level 3 

In all of this, I haven’t yet described what Level 3 phenomena are. I’ve described Level 
2 as felt meaning and felt modeling. But I haven’t said yet what Level 3 phenomena 
seems to be or the function of Level 3. I’ll get to that as soon as possible. 
 
Before that, it’s worth doing a phenomenological differentiation of Level 2 and Level 3, 
to make a case that they’re different and to set the stage for you being able to see for 
yourself. Below are comparisons of Level 2, Level 2.5, and Level 3 along different 
dimensions. 
 
2.2.4.1.1 Qualia Similarity 

Level 2 phenomena, especially felt meaning, are much closer to the body and to 
emotions. That is, Level 2 phenomena seem more time-synchronous with changes in 
the body and emotions. And, the qualia of Level 2 is more similar to “feeling and 
emotional and body” qualia than Level 3 phenomena. 
 

 



 

In contrast, Level-3 phenomena are more “colorless” or “transparent.” They seem less 
“of self, body, or reality” and more like wrinkles, distortions, ripples, or “speed-bumps” 
in reality. It’s like they’re on the surface of reality, the surface of experience, and you 
can see reality through them. 
 
2.2.4.1.2 Speed and Location 

In terms of location and speed, earlier, I described how felt meaning is a bit more 
“pressure-y,” a bit more towards the front of the face, and maybe a bit more in the 
chest; at least, that’s how I experience it. Also, felt meaning can change as fast as 
language, but when you’re posing novel questions, it’s much slower to evolve.  
 
And, also earlier, I said that felt modeling feels like you’re casting your attention more 
like a bit up and back in your head, a bit like looking at the back of your eyeballs or the 
back of your skull. It’s also faster and more flickery. 
 
Level 3 is more ephemeral, perhaps a bit more in the back of your head, more at the 
speed of thought and attention, even more flickery—rather than evolving, it more just 
swaps in and out and changes. And Level 3 phenomena can be very fast, as fast as 
you can move your attention. 
 
Actually, the speed of change in Level 3 depends on the size and shape of the Level 3 
object, as well as whether you’re working with it or not. Most of Level 3 is very fast and 
flickery during the “normal operation of the mind.” 
 
When you’re working with objects or shapes in Level 3, then they can stick around 
(that’s often why you’re working with them, as we’ll see). Typical sizes and shapes will 
be discussed in the next section. But, as a rule, the smaller the shape, the faster it’s 
capable of changing or vanishing, though it won’t necessarily do so. An exploration of 
how and when Level 3 changes, and what that experience is like, will discussed in 
subsequent sections. 
 
2.2.4.1.3 Size and Shape 

Some aspects of felt meaning , to me, seem to lack any size, shape, or materiality at all, 
like it’s “pure meaning,” as it were. There is perhaps also some interpenetration with 
the body, and in that sense, perhaps it’s the “largest” phenomena of all of Level 2, 
Level 2.5, and Level-3. 
 

 



 

Felt modeling , iconic as it is, seems to be more structurally composed of little dots; 
they take up space, though they do not exist in normal space. 
 
Level 3  phenomena seem to have a few different shapes. The first is point-like, mere 
location without dimension, so, smaller than Level 2.5 phenomena. The second size 
and shape are the wrinkles or distortions mentioned above. These are perhaps the size 
of the Level 2.5 icons, but in some ways it’s like comparing apples to oranges, and 
they “live” in different “spaces,” as alluded to in the “Speed and Location” section. 
 
Finally, there are the largest Level-3 shapes. These feel like they’re more on the 
“edges” of wherever Level-3 lives, sort of in the back of the head. These are more like 
broad “surfaces,” or “boundaries,” or planes. Or they seem like two-dimensional 
“manifolds” in three-dimensional space, more complicated but still all surface. Some 
Level-3 shapes seem as if they go on forever. 
 
 
2.2.4.1.4 Intricacy and Depth 

Each of Level 2, Level 2.5, and Level 3 have a distinct sense of intricacy, complexity, 
structure, or depth. 
 
Level 2 phenomena, felt meaning, feels the most “rich,” the most “nuanced,” like it has 
almost infinite “depth,” “intricacy,” “richness,” or “textured-ness,” something like 
meaning that can go on forever. 
 
Level 2.5 phenomena, felt modeling, perhaps seems to have vastly reduced 
“structure,” that is, it’s much simpler; there’s less there, shapes and connections 
lumped together, with nothing in between, though the shapes have some texture, 
depth, or nuance to them. 
 
Level-3 phenomena seem to be perfectly “flat” or “textureless,” almost 
two-dimensional, though sometimes wrinkled up or folded in three-dimensions. They 
have shape, but it’s as if there’s “nothing there,” in terms of meaning, richness, 
nuance, or depth. (Level-3 can have a sense of texture, but that’s more like there’s lots 
of small stuff all lumped together or a bit more spread out. That three-dimensional 
texture is still composed of empty or two-dimensional things.) 
 

 



 

The point-like shapes are “binary,” like they’re “on” or “off” there or not there, and 
they’re all sort of indistinguishable from each other. With the larger wrinkles or shapes, 
despite them typically being somewhat different shapes and sizes, there’s a sense of 
“indistinguishability” about them. You can still point to them, in the sense of that 
surface or that triangular or mountain-like curved manifold, but there’s this sense of 
“not knowing what they are” (unless they’re linked up with Level 2 phenomena, to be 
discussed in a subsequent section). 
 
(The next subsection is closely connected with this one, if you’re skipping around in 
this document.) 
 
2.2.4.1.5 When Something is Missing 

(See the subsection right above this one, too, if you’re skipping around in this 
document.) 
 
In the section on felt meaning, I described the complementary experiences of 
“semantic saturation” and “tip-of-the-tongue.” Level 1 (language) without Level 2 (felt 
meaning and modeling) is empty, meaningless sounds. Level 2 without Level 1 is 
meaning without accompanying words. 
 
Level 3 has an experience corresponding to this. I still haven’t said what Level 3 
phenomena are, but, Level 3 is a bit like Level 1 in that, without Level 2, Level 3 is 
meaningless. 
 
The experience is a bit different though. When Level 2 is missing from Level 1, Level 1 
often seems to turn to grunts or scribbles. That is, something fundamental to its 
character seems to be lost. 
 
When Level 2 is missing from Level 3, Level 3 is still right there. It doesn’t seem to lose 
its fundamental nature; it still has its relationships, structure, etc. The experience here 
is more like, it’s right there; you can describe the shapes, locations, and maybe even 
count them, but you’re helpless to know what they are or perhaps, rather, what they 
correspond to. You’re helpless to put them into words if that’s what you were inclined 
to do. 
 
There’s can be a bit of something like that with Level 2, as well, actually. Often with 
Level 2 it feels like you could put something into words if you applied yourself a little 

 



 

bit. Other times, Level 2 feels utterly remote from words, as if you’d need to write a 
poem or a book to get language that fits. Or an entire encyclopedia, though that’s an 
exaggeration. Level 3 lacks anything that could be turned into words; it’s at the far end 
of the spectrum from how Level 2, sometimes, is almost already just right on the edge 
of becoming words. Level 3 needs Level 2 to become words, and this segues into the 
idea of Generative Overshadowing, to be discussed soon. 
 
2.2.4.1.6 Level 3 

So, those are the differences between Level 2 and Level 3. Both Levels are subtle, but 
they are distinguishable. They are clearly different along several dimensions. 
 
Level 2 is usually slow, emotional, partially bodily, and intricate. 
 
Level 2.5 is faster, less grounded in the body, and less intricate. 
 
Level 3 is “up and back,” fast or steady, and is all surfaces with no inherent meaning. 
(What Level 3 is, the kinds of things in Level 3, is left to a future section.) 
 
2.2.5 Summary 

Most recently, we’ve covered the phenomenology of Level 3 Phenomena at a very 
conceptual level. In subsequent sections, we’ll explore how to experience Level 3 
phenomena for yourself, the functions of all the different things you can find in Level 3, 
how Level 3 functionally interrelates with Level 1 and Level 2, and finally what you can 
do with Level 3: the tools, things you can try, and the benefits you can expect from 
doing so. 
 
Overall, we’ve come a long way. We’ve laid out all the puzzles pieces, in terms of 
describing Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. Coming up soon, as well, are the Generative 
Overshadowing / Pointing Back Models and Attentional Updating Model. 
 
2.3 Experiencing Level 3 Phenomena 

Now it’s time to discuss Level 3 Phenomena more concretely and to give you tools so 
that you can experience Level 3 Phenomena for yourself. 
 
In the next section, we’ll look at techniques you can practice that will increase your 
phenological abilities. 

 



 

 
In the section after that, we’ll discuss the kinds of things you can find on Level 3. 
 
After that is more theory and then, finally, powerful techniques you can use to change 
your interactions with self and world. 
 
2.3.1 Some Phenomenological Methods 

The descriptions of the general properties of Level 3 phenomena, in previous sections 
were quite likely seemed very abstract and vague. This section details 
phenomenological methods that will allow you to explore Level 3, so you can 
experience these phenomena for yourself and draw your own conclusions. After doing 
so, you may find that you don’t experience Level 3 in quite the same way. Or, you may 
find that you can come up with better descriptions than mine! 
 
We’ll look at techniques for what to do you when you want to investigate experiences 
that are challenging to investigate, for various reasons: 
 
We’ll talk about what to do when experiences go by too fast to examine. 
 
We’ll talk about what to do when experiences are too complicated, messy, or vague to 
examine. 
 
We’ll talk about a common mistake that’s made when investigating phenomenology. 
 
And, we’ll talk about what to do when you don’t know what you’re looking for. 
 
2.3.1.1 Afterimages, Replay, Interference 

The first thing to point out is the process of observation more generally. When you 
look, see, or notice something, there’s a very predictable pattern that then occurs. 
 
First, there is your contact with the actual sensory experience. This is very, very brief. 
Almost immediately, your mind moves to phase two. 
 
In this phase, you are no longer paying attention to the actual sensory experience, but 
you are instead paying attention to a sort of “afterimage” of the experience. This is 
what your mind actually collects and takes away from the outside world, and this is 
what you actually think about, make sense of, and reason about.  

 



 

 
What is this afterimage like? It’s composed of felt meaning , quasi-imagery, and often a 
felt model. (And then there’s phase three, where you might then generate some 
language, naming the experience, or then you’ll have a verbal thought related to the 
experience.) 
 
Regarding the parts of the afterimage, the felt meaning might represent what you 
experienced. If there’s a felt model, one of the icons in the model will be the what you 
experienced; and maybe the model will be a model of the process that you think 
generated the experience (for example, what made the noise). 
 
Afterimages are not just for Level 3 phenomena but are a part of all experiences. A 
good way to get practice at noticing afterimages is through paying attention to bodily 
sensations, especially proprioception. Where is your foot in space? How do you know? 
Can you separate the actual proprioceptive sensations from your phenomenological 
afterimage of the sensations? On and off, you could play with this for a few minutes, 
until you get bored. 
 
Another way to get a sense of afterimages is to generate a short sound or some other 
sensory experience and then ask how you know it happened. For example, snap your 
fingers. Ok. How do you know you just snapped your fingers? You remember you did, 
right? 
 
Unless you wait too long, part of the experience of that memory is the afterimage of 
you snapping your fingers. And, there’s often a special property of afterimages that you 
can play with: You can access the afterimage to more fully replay the experience that 
led to the afterimage. A replay is not available for some experiences and you might 
lose the replay for the experience if you wait too long before accessing it. Finally, even 
if a replay isn’t available, the afterimage may still contain some detail that you can 
inspect. 
 
So, being aware of and using afterimages is one way that you can inspect subtle 
phenomena, especially phenomena that goes by very fast. 
 
When doing so, there are some caveats to be aware of. 
 

 



 

First, it’s good to remember that the afterimage is not a perfect replica of the 
experience. It is a “tag” that the experience happened, that may contain or evoke some 
of the structure or phenomenology of the original experience. If you’re using 
afterimages to investigate experience, you have to make some effort to to separate out 
what the experience of the afterimage is versus what remains of the original 
experience. 
 
Second, it’s important to note that afterimages will always have some conceptual 
contamination. Afterimages are part top down and part bottom up. That is, afterimages 
are partially composed of what you expect to see. That’s why you can be positive you 
just saw a bug skitter across the flow but when you look closely it was just some very 
suggestive dust caught in a draft. The afterimage is what your reflexes and emotions 
actually react to, and the afterimage is not the same thing as what was actually there. 
The way to partially get around this is to try to not have preconceptions and to try to 
take lots of careful observations of the phenomena. 
 
Finally, there’s a subtler point, here. It seems to be the case that you may be able to 
“take” or “get” an afterimage only if you already have some inkling of what you’re 
looking for. That is, if you already have some hint of an idea or concept of what’s there. 
That doesn’t mean you have to have a name for the experience. And, it doesn’t mean 
that you’ve had to explicitly reflect, before, on some prior occasion, on having those 
sorts of experiences. I just means that somewhere in your mind there has to be some 
sort of… familiarity for the experience before you go looking or paying attention in 
general. 
 
So, how do you get that initial experience, if you can only have the experience if you’ve 
had the experience? It seems to “bootstrap” slowly, by simply paying attention in the 
vicinity of what you’re looking for. You brain eventually, faintly discerns a pattern on the 
edge of experience, and you gain a creeping sense of familiarity that becomes clearer 
and clearer, until finally you can put your finger on it, haltingly describe it with great 
difficulty, and maybe finally name it as a thing or break it down into further parts. 
 
In the next few subsections, we’ll give more tips that can help this process go faster. In 
any case, you’ll already have the capacity for afterimages for many interesting and 
valuable things, just by gaining tacit familiarity with them of the course of your life. For 
some of those things, you might immediately think to yourself, “Oh yeah, I recognize 
that. Maybe I should give it a name.” For other things you’ll have a faint, barely-there 

 



 

sense of something, and it’ll take effort and concentration to bring it into focus without 
scaring it away by doing the wrong thing with your mind. (We’ll talk about “scaring 
things away by doing the wrong thing with your mind” in a subsequent section.) 
 
Overall, when an experience is somewhat fast, contained, and almost gone before you 
look, afterimages are a great tool to investigate and get a clearer sense of it. 
 
2.3.1.2 Where / Spaces 

Another challenge to investigating experiences is that they can seem too fuzzy, vague, 
diffuse, or too complicated. Like, there’s too much going on and you don’t know where 
to start. In contrast to afterimages, where you might have been able to grab something 
relatively discrete and contained, sometimes there’s just too much going on and 
there’s nothing (yet) for your attention to obviously focus on. You just can’t get a sense 
of the whole thing that feels precise and clear. 
 
What you can do in this case is ask where  you’re experiencing things. Sometimes this, 
all by itself will be tremendously clarifying. 
 
It seems to be the case that experience is organized into overlapping “qualia spaces.” 
And, I really do mean spaces, like three-dimensional spaces, though some of these 
spaces don’t seem to intersect with normal three-dimensional space and some of 
these spaces seem to be “differently dimensioned” or more than three dimensions, if 
you can believe it. But maybe you’ll have that experience for yourself. 
 
Some of these spaces seem to partially “interpenetrate” or “take up the same space” 
but each space feels slightly different and has different things in them.  An example is 
that felt meaning and emotions sometimes seem tightly interwoven, where one 
spatially picks up right where the other leaves off. Other times, these two experiences 
don’t exist quite in the same place, like they’re coexisting but not interacting. In 
contrast to felt meaning and emotion, emotion is more likely to be felt “somewhere in 
the body” though it might not have quite the character of a bodily sensation. Emotion 
exists a bit more in a three-dimensional space that overlays on the more obvious 
proprioceptive body space, the feeling of the body that seems to live in normal 
three-dimensional space. 
 
Felt meaning and felt modeling don’t seem to exist in quite the same space, but those 
spaces can overlap. 

 



 

 
Felt meaning, for me, at times, seems to live in an infinite dimensional, infinitely 
textured space that almost doesn’t interact with “normal reality” at all. (I maintain 
metaphysical neutrality in this document! I believe in brains and physics.) 
 
Level 3 phenomena, for me, seems to be more “up and back” in my head, and, by “up 
and back” I mean some sort of “extra dimension,” different than our usual three 
dimensions. 
 
See if you can tell if inner imagery exists in a different space than inner talk. Where do 
you experience each of these? That’s the question to keep asking. Where am I 
experiencing that? Where  is that happening? 
 
The point of asking where  is that it separates out experiences that were seemingly 
diffusely mixed together. It clarifies them, as sort of a divide-and-conquer approach, as 
meditation teacher Shinzen Young might say. (I got the “where” idea from him.) 
 
You’ll find that some experiences seem to wax and wane and travel according to their 
own agenda. Other experiences seem to be time-locked together. That is, the waxing 
and waning of two or more experiences arise and fall together, somewhat 
synchronously. Another thing you might find is that certain experiences closely follow 
each other in time, one after another, or the sequentially kick off with slight delays from 
each other. 
 
All the above might initially seem hopelessly tangled together, but, by asking “where” it 
becomes possible to separate all these experiences apart and then understand and 
see how they fit back together in a dynamic unfolding. And, when separated out, it’s 
much easier to inspect each aspect of that separated experience, to better understand 
its composition and function. 
 
When experience is vague or complex, ask “where…” 
 
2.3.1.3 Secondary Attention 

Here is an exercise you can explore that is, in some way, an analogy and in other ways 
points exactly to another phenomenological technique.  
 

 



 

Ideally, look at something at least twenty feet away, though it doesn’t have to be. 
Looking out a window is best. This something should be small enough or far away 
enough that you can see the whole thing clearly, that you don’t have to move your eyes 
around to take it all in. 
 
Now, with your foreground attention on that visual object, become aware of your entire 
field of peripheral vision. Notice how your eyes want to be captured by things in the 
periphery. Do your best to keep your eyes on the original object, and do your best to 
keep paying attention to it. 
 
Now, while you’re gently, firmly paying attention to the original object, let’s go back to 
your entire peripheral field of vision. Notice that, even if your peripheral vision is sort of 
flat and blurry, because your main focus of vision is gently, firmly stabilized, you can 
still make out peripheral objects. If you’re looking outside, notice you can even “watch” 
or “track” walkers, cars, bikers, or birds go by in your peripheral vision. 
 
Call your main visual object the object of foreground attention, or primary attention. 
Call your peripheral vision peripheral awareness or just awareness. Call your ability to 
track objects in awareness while foreground attention is occupied secondary attention . 
(The terminology of “attention” versus “awareness” is from the meditation teacher 
Culadasa. The concept of “secondary attention” is my own.) 
 
With foreground attention occupied by one visual object, you can still track other visual 
objects with secondary attention. 
 
Now, I will claim that you can do the same thing with any combination of visual or 
non-visual experiences, or “inner” objects. 
 
For example, you can pay (primary) attention to a neutral object in your visual field and 
then explore your emotions with secondary attention. You can pay attention to a bodily 
sensation while exploring inner imagery with secondary attention. You can gently rest 
primary attention on felt meaning and place secondary attention on a Level 3 object. 
 
I will make the provisional claim that some experiences are only accessible via 
secondary attention and that secondary attention is a powerful phenomenological tool. 
 
Now, some caveats. First, secondary attention is and is not an analogy. 

 



 

 
Sometimes, secondary attention to “inner” objects and experiences feels exactly like 
the peripheral vision exercise. Other times, secondary attention feels more like a “flick,” 
a “twitch,” a nudge, more like a sidelong glance or a special gesture in 
“not-quite-three-dimensional space.” Please don’t be mislead by the analogy of 
secondary attention. Explore what works for you, and when, and why. 
 
Second, some experiences seem to be on the border between being accessible by 
primary or secondary attention. For example, for me, experiencing felt meaning doesn’t 
seem to be quite primary or secondary attention for me. 
 
Third, the analogy to peripheral vision would imply that “secondary attention” for inner 
objects is a space where you can just look around and pick out objects or experience 
for examination. Sometimes, especially after a bit of time spent exploring, it really does 
feel this way, like you can just look around and examine stuff at your leisure, like you 
can just “rummage around” in, say, Level 3 space. Other times, the space of secondary 
attention seems “more than three dimensional,” like you’re a two-dimensional 
flatlander on a plane that exists in three dimensions, and someone says look up and 
you have no idea how to orient in that direction. Sometimes secondary attention is like 
that; you don’t know how to look in a particular direction. (Patience can reveal the 
correct direction, sometimes. This will be discussed in a subsequent section.) 
 
With the above caveats in mind, secondary attention can be a very useful idea to keep 
in mind. Whether or not there are some things you can only see with secondary 
attention, there’s another point to keep in mind: 
 
Foreground attention is “loud” and “disruptive.” That is, moving foreground attention 
around sort of “stirs the waters” or “drowns out” subtle activity. Or subtle activity 
changes into something else the moment you look directly at it. There are definitely 
times when keeping foreground attention very still or keeping its movements very 
delicate and slight can be very, very useful. And this is where peripheral awareness and 
secondary attention can really come in handy. 
 
Keep in mind that if you’re looking hard for a particular experience, the best way to find 
it might be by keeping foreground attention mostly very still and stable. This takes 
gentle practice, but being able to notice and gently influence the movement of 

 



 

attention is very worth it. This is a very important tip for being able to explore your 
mind. 
 
2.3.1.4 Snapshots 

In a previous section I discussed afterimages as well as their limitation that you needed 
a glimmer of familiarity with an experience in order to be able to use them as a tool to 
investigate that experience. 
 
In this subsection, I will discuss a particular tool which can help to get around this 
limitation. It partially makes use of the concepts of primary and secondary attention. 
 
What you do in this technique is take a “snapshot” of a large portion of your 
awareness, in a relatively general and non-specific way. When in doubt, you can just 
“take a snapshot of everything,” and your “field of view” will sort of take care of itself. 
This is a little bit like getting a very large afterimage. And then you can inspect it. 
 
The way to do this is, at the moment of taking the snapshot, you keep your attention 
very still and incline towards gently stabilizing all of peripheral awareness, too. And in 
the same moment, you pay attention to exactly everything that’s there, no more, no 
less, without moving your awareness at all. There’s very much a sense of “catching 
yourself in the act.” 
 
This is hard at first, especially getting exactly the moment you want, and especially 
doing it without accidentally first moving your attention and messing up the landscape. 
It takes practice, and it can help to get good at exploring afterimages and using 
secondary attention, first. 
 
If you incline your mind towards the experience you want, that experience will typically 
be more likely to happen repeatedly, even if you don’t quite know what you’re looking 
or how or where to look for it, and you’ll get more opportunities for snapshots. 
 
There’s a bit of a sense of pre-deciding to take the snapshot or “instantaneously 
deciding,” or “habitually, spontaneously” taking snapshots, at least during the time 
you’re exploring. That’s because any “deliberation” or “deciding” can obscure the very 
experience that you were trying to take the snapshot of. So you sort of just have to set 
yourself up and go for it, over and over again. And then you inspect the interesting 
ones. 

 



 

 
This technique takes practice, but it’s very, very powerful. And it can come to feel very 
spontaneous and natural. 
 
2.3.1.5 Read-Off versus Inference 

In the previous subsections, we’ve discussed several techniques to aid in 
phenomenological exploration. Here, it’s worth emphasizing a distinction mentioned 
before, that between read-off and inference. 
 
It’s worth keeping in mind whether you’re thinking about something versus looking at 
something just as it is. When you’re using phenomenological techniques, part of the 
time you’re going to be doing the technique and part of the time, maybe even most of 
the time, you’re going to be thinking hard and trying to figure out what’s going on and 
possibly how to describe it. And those two things are going to be mixed together in 
complicated ways, as you peek at something for a moment and then think about it, 
then maybe have a realization, and then peek again a few times between thoughts. 
 
The mind is very, very prone to mistaking thoughts about a thing for the thing itself. 
(That’s not to say that thoughts about a thing aren’t very interesting in themselves, and 
you can directly investigate those as well!) And, the mind is very prone to get into very 
long chains of thinking. 
 
This is fine! This is not meditation where you sometimes want to suppress parts of your 
experience. Better, here, to err on the side of letting experience do what it wants and 
then direction attention and making distinctions within that ongoing experience. 
 
But, it’s worth checking that you’re spending enough time actually looking at what 
you’re investigating, and, also, that when you’re looking you’re actually looking. 
 
Actually looking is read-off. Everything else is inference. Both are important, but don’t 
mistake the latter for the former. This requires ongoing vigilance, though it eventually 
becomes somewhat habitual. 
 
If you get the answer through thinking about it, that’s inference. If you get the answer 
through, there it is right there, and I’m just reporting it, that’s read-off. Both are useful; 
know which one you want in any particular moment. 
 

 



 

2.3.1.6 Looking versus Seeing What's There 

We've talked about primary versus secondary attention, and we've also talked about 
read-off versus inference. It's worth making one more distinction. All of these 
distinctions are pointing at a very particular way of exploring within yourself, and it's 
being emphasized because it can be very counterintuitive. 
 
It can be dangerous to write so many words and to (try) to be so specific about what 
you might find when you look inside yourself and also how you might do that looking. 
That is, it's very easy to fall into the trap of looking versus seeing what's there. Daniel 
Ingram makes this distinction, perhaps in different words, in his book, Mastering the 
Core Teachings of the Buddha. 
 
The idea is that the act of looking, the act of moving your attention around too much, 
will obscure the very things you're trying to see. And if you have expectations about 
what you're going to see, that will bias your attention to move, to try and catch in the 
act the fruit of those expectations. But, unless you have some familiarity with the 
phenomenon already, all you have to go on are words. And, words can be very 
misleading when don't already have at least some slight experience with the territory 
(which you might). 
 
One of the ways to get around this is to try to keep investigating, as closely as you can, 
what's actually right there in front you, what you're actually experiencing right now. I 
don't mean in daily life, like, when you're eating an orange, though you can do that. I 
mean while you're exploring the distinctions and techniques in these recent 
subsections. 
 
For example, find a neutral object, as in the secondary attention section, and, then, 
don't look for things, per se, but follow the instructions and see what happens. It's ok 
to take plenty of time amidst all that, to think about whether you're following the 
instructions right and whether you should deviate and experiment, and stuff like that. 
But, follow the instructions, and see what happens. Let experiences arise as opposed 
to going looking for them. Look at what you're experiencing right now, as opposed to 
going looking for more things to experience. 
 
Eventually you might notice how everything outside the primary focus of attention 
wants to "dim." You might start to notice when the primary focus of attention is no 

 



 

longer the primary focus attention, even though your eyes haven't moved and the 
primary focus of attention is still right in front of your eyes. 
 
You might start to notice gentle tugs at your attention that you don't have to fully follow 
through with. In some sense, this is the edge of Level-3 phenomena. You might start to 
notice what happens between moments of attention. In some sense, this is Level-3 
phenomena, too. 
 
You might notice you non-specifically brighten “everything” in order to see these things 
happen. You could brighten or focus on specific things, even without moving your 
primary attention and obscuring phenomena. And you can non-specifically brighten, 
too, so as not to obscure anything with attentional movement, and, then inspect the 
afterimage, to get a better look. 
 
Level-3 phenomena is, in some sense, pre-thought choices, or pre-action, or what 
comes before and between thoughts, as we'll get to in subsequent sections. 
 
2.3.1.7 Getting Started and Language 

When you first start experimenting, some of this might seem hopelessly abstract and 
complicated. Like, you just don’t know what to do, in this very moment, right now. 
 
I have a few suggestions. 
 
First, set a timer. Spend a few minutes playing around as often as you can. It’s cliched, 
but doing something so new and weird is cognitively and emotionally exhausting. 
Especially for something like this, there’s nothing outside of yourself that you can point 
at, and it’s hard to know at first whether you’re doing it right.  
 
Second, try steadily, even if it’s just for a minute or two. There’s something special 
about sustained attention. It lets your mind and brain know that you mean business. 
And it’s good practice. 
 
Finally, pick an anchor. It could be something traditional like the breath, or a sound, or 
a sensation, or a visual object. Gently, steadily, firmly try to keep your mind on it. Pay 
attention, notice when your attention dims. 
 

 



 

And, at the same time, be open to being aware of anything. Notice when your mind 
gets pulled away, notice what pulled your mind away. Notice when you’re lost in 
reverie. There’s no judgment on any of this. Don’t value any experience over any other, 
including that of forgetting and remembering what you were doing—you don’t know 
what’s important, yet, and it’s all there for a reason. 
 
(And, by the way, plenty of interesting stuff happens when you “forget what you’re 
supposed to be doing.” What’s going on during that time? How will know, if the act of 
remembering what you’re supposed to be doing disrupts that experience?) 
 
Yes, this is “meditation,” but it’s non-dogmatic, non-value-laden, and it’s not preferring 
any experience over any other. Keeping a focus of attention highlights that which pulls 
your mind away from your focus of attention, and this teaches you about your mind. 
This bootstraps familiarity for which you can start acquiring afterimages, knowing 
where to put your attention, and knowing what’s interesting. 
 
Eventually, you’ll be doing things deliberately with your mind to see what happens. 
You’ve now got your initial bearings and you can start checking out some of this stuff 
for yourself on your own terms, and you’ll probably start doing some of that 
spontaneously from day one, though some things might take days, weeks, or months 
to really get a sense of. And that’s fine. 
 
Once you get your bearings, go for what seems to be the most value to you. 
 
One last tip is to use language. Verbal thought is great; repeat stuff to yourself, remind 
yourself what you’re doing, use questions to direct your attention. Language is “loud” 
and distracting, but it’s a great scaffold. Don’t be afraid to use Level 1 to point at Level 
2 and Level 3. We’ll talk more about the use of language in a subsequent section. 
 
2.3.2 How the Levels Interact 

Now we can finally begin to talk more specifically about what's on Level 3 and how the 
contents of Level 3 functions in action and belief. 
 
The next subsection discusses how attention moves from Level 3, to Level 2, and then 
to Level 1. The subsection after that discusses how attention can be moved from Level 
1 or Level 2 back to Level-3. The subsection after that discusses what happens when 
attention is gently maintained or continuously pointed back to Level 3. 

 



 

 
2.3.2.1 Generative Overshadowing 

Why is there such a thing as Level 2 and Level-3 at all? People are using language 
constantly, and they know it. People talk about language use all the time. Why don't 
people talk about something like Level 2 or Level-3? What makes them different and 
special, worth writing a book about? 
 
Everyone does actually experience Level 2 and Level-3. They are normal parts of 
everyone's experience. Just like how you know where your limbs are in space 
(proprioception) or that your butt is in a chair, you're experiencing Level 2 and Level 3 
phenomena some of the time. 
 
Regarding proprioception and butt-in-chair-ness, you could pay attention to these 
things more often, but they're ubiquitous in your experience. Unless your arm goes to 
sleep because you were leaning on it funny or your glutes are sore, your attention is 
less likely to be drawn to these experiences. Of course, if you're trying to refine how 
your limbs move in space, say during weightlifting, you might pay very close attention 
to how your limbs feel and how they're moving. And you'll mostly be able to, because 
those experiences are relatively more big and obvious--your arms take up a lot of 
space and you can see them when your eyes are in the right spatial relationship to 
them. And, other people can point to your arms, too. 
 
In contrast, Level 2 and Level-3 phenomena are fast and subtle. They're always 
changing. And, sort of like your eyes are more likely to be drawn to a bright light than a 
dim light, Level 2 and Level-3 phenomena are in some sense very, very dim. Your 
attention isn't naturally drawn to them. They can become very clear and salient, 
though, with time and practice. 
 
There's another feature of how the Levels work together that also makes Level 2 and 
Level-3 hard to discern. This is the phenomena of Generative Overshadowing. First I'll 
explain how it works, and then I'll go back to why it's called that. 
 
They idea is that, for almost any act of thinking, (secondary) attention first goes to 
Level-3. Attention stays there very, very briefly on the order of a couple hundred 
milliseconds. The information attended to on Level-3 causes Level 2 to "fill up" based 
on the Level-3 information. And, attention then moves to Level 2, staying there briefly, 
again on the order of a couple hundred milliseconds or more. Attention on Level 2 

 



 

causes related words to be generated, and finally Level 1 language is produced, either 
thought, spoken, or written, or a sequential or simultaneous production thereof. 
Importantly, Level 2 is "brighter" (and sometimes slower) than Level-3, and the 
experience of Level 1 is even "brighter" (and potentially slower or of longer duration 
still). 
 
So, each level from three to one overshadows the last, and this overshadowing is 
generative because the content of each overshadowing is functionally related to the 
Level being overshadowed.  Thus, generative overshadowing is why no one really talks 
about these "Levels" or notices them. 
 
It might be better, however, to say that these levels aren't noticed as "things in 
themselves" (qua). And as we'll see, people of course do use language that's 
functionally related to what's happening on Level 3. Everyone's attention does go 
there, and activity on Level 2 and Level 3 are ongoing on in experience. You might also 
look at this as Level 2 and Level 3 being "mixed in" with everyday experience. People 
talk about hunches, emotions, intuition, and things like that. These experiences are 
"closer" to Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena. And, in some sense, Level 2 and Level 3 
phenomena are mixed in with these experiences, a "part" of them or closely coinciding 
with them. 
 
So, if Level 2 and Level 3 are, in some sense, already "bound up" in everyday 
experience, why "separate them out," why talk about them? This will be discussed in 
the Attentional Updating subsection, which is coming up soon. 
 
Finally, it's worth noting that the generative overshadowing effect is what's most likely 
to happen, but, the next Level up doesn't always "fill up." This can be because the 
activity on the lower level is new or appears infrequently and, thus, the next level up 
doesn't have "practice" in filling up for that content. Or something could be inhibiting 
the next level from filling up, as will be discussed in subsequent section. If you "can't 
find the words" for something, but there's definitely a "something," this is an example 
of the next level up not "filling up." (In subsequent sections will explore how to work 
with this experience when it happens.) 
 
2.3.2.2 Pointing Back 

Attention moves "up" from Level-3, to Level 2, to Level 1. This is generative 
overshadowing. 

 



 

 
Attention also moves "down" or "back." And this is so-called "Pointing Back." 
Attention can go from Level 1 to Level 2, from Level 2 to Level 3, and from Level 1 to 
Level 2 to Level 3. That is, language can refer back to something on Level 2, and the 
use of that language will "automatically" point attention precisely back at that Level 2 
experience. In a similar way, attending to something on Level 2 can cause attention to 
"automatically" point precisely back on a Level 3 object. 
 
The above is meant to refer to Level 2 and Level 3 objects that are "already there" (this 
will be important when we talk about Attentional Updating in a subsequent section), 
but, of course, Level 1 and Level 2 experiences can also "construct" or "call forth" 
experience on Level 2 or Level 3. 
 
We'll talk about more precisely defined experience in subsequent sections. But, as an 
initial example, if someone says something, and it makes you "pause to stop and 
think," you've had a "pointing back experience." You've gone somewhere, however 
briefly, and you're doing things there, and then you come back. This can happen in 
milliseconds to seconds. There will be more examples to come. 
 
Pointing back happens naturally, and it can also be a very useful tool, as we'll see. 
Generative overshadowing and pointing back are two ways that the mind, at least at 
the conscious or semi-conscious level, interacts with itself. In addition to the neural 
activity that tracks or is all of this conscious and semi-conscious activity, there is 
probably plenty of additional "communication" going on as well, behind the scenes, as 
it were. 
 
2.3.2.3 Stabilizing Attention 

What will start to happen, through the use of the "phenomenological methods" 
described in previous sections, as well as through the use of "pointing back," you'll 
find that, over time, you'll be able to stabilize attention at Level 2 and Level 3. Or, at the 
very least, you'll be able to return to Level 2 and Level 3 (sometimes to the very same 
objects you left moments ago, if that’s important) at a relatively high frequency, 
perhaps once per second or even more frequently. In other words, you'll be able to 
gently "arrest" or gently "discard" generative overshadowing phenomena and return or 
stay at a particular level. 
 

 



 

Sometimes it feels like you're gently, precisely holding attention (or secondary 
attention) still. Sometimes it feels like you're gently, precisely, broadly stabilizing (parts 
of) Level 2 or Level-3 so that it's easier for attention to rest on them. Sometimes it feels 
like you're remembering or tagging objects on Level 2 or Level-3 so it's easier to come 
back to them. Sometimes “stabilizing” is using "pointing back" over and over again 
until you finally, stably or precariously come to rest on a Level 2 or Level-3 object or 
space. 
 
As we'll see, stabilizing attention is being discussed because it has a purpose, because 
it's useful. Once you're able to reliably point and gently keep (or repeatedly return) to 
Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena, this opens a large, flexible, powerful space that you 
can roam around in. Finally, in the Attentional Updating subsection, we'll start to 
summarize this. 
 
2.3.2.4 Attentional Updating 

As discussed, in a previous subsection, one of the properties of Level 2 and Level 3 
phenomena is that it is not just often changing, but that it's responsive. The very act of 
placing attention on Level 2 and Level 3 phenomena can make Level 2 and Level 3 
phenomena "evolve" in functionally useful ways. And, with practice, this "evolution" 
can be gently directed (in a certain sense) and gently encouraged to become even 
more useful. You can get better at it with practice. 
 
The key point to make here is that much of mental activity and physical behavior is 
"automatic," "locked," and "compiled." And, precise attention, de-automatizes, 
"unlocked," and "unbundles" mental activity and behavior. We'll now discuss each of 
these (automatic, locked, and compiled), and then talk about why attention can have 
the effect it does. 
 
Regarding "automatic" thought and behavior, you might think of how you can drive 
your route home from work, completely on "autopilot," say lost in thought or music, 
and  be home almost before your realize it. Reverie and habitual responding are other 
examples. And, all of these are good examples, but it would almost be impossible to 
overstate how automatized most of our mental life is. Almost every thought we have, 
including sequences of thoughts, sequences of behaviors, reactions, emotions, 
expectations, etc., are in some sense pre-programmed and only change slowly, if at 
all. 
 

 



 

You might think that, in fact, you do new things every day, have thoughts you've never 
had before, and so on. But, in a large part, this is a function of the environment and 
composability. That is, most of what you do that is "new," is combinations of relatively 
fixed habits, thoughts, and behaviors. They're just put together in different orders 
depending on what's happening around you or potentially within you. Additionally, 
those "pieces" predictably arise in response to predictable things happening in the 
environment. You behave reflexively, in habitual ways, to the sorts of things that 
reliably arise in the environment around you. 
 
Of course, you possess and tremendous repertoire of behavior and mental pieces. And 
you do learn new things, and you do change. And you might think that, of course you 
have flexible behavior. Maybe you're wiggling your fingers now and sticking out your 
tongue, or of course something I'm not thinking about as I write these words. But, you 
might or might not be convinced at this point how hard it is to do truly new things, to 
truly do something that is not a combination of old things or a modulation of old things. 
And here we're getting into the idea of mental activity and behavior being "locked." 
 
The best way to see this might be to walk around and try to modify your gait. You can 
walk funny or walk like a chicken or walk on your toes. But, you might find, upon 
inspection and reflection, that there is something fundamentally "locked" about the 
way you use your legs. In order for you to stay upright, you're dynamically using 
muscles in your legs and back in a way that, in some sense, resists modification 
"because otherwise you'd fall over." But, in fact, there are still a large number of ways 
that you could effectively use your legs “without falling over” that you can’t in fact 
easily access. (You may have a "loosening" experience if you keep exploring this, and 
we'll discuss that in a subsequent section.) 
 
In any case, thought and behavior are typically not only composed of pieces and 
predictable responses to predictable kinds of things in the environment, but, also, 
thought and behavior move through relatively inflexible "channels." You can modulate 
and deviate, but only so much until you hit a particular sort of "brick wall" or 
"scaffolding." These are aspects of mental life that are in some sense "locked." (The 
choice of the word "lock" implies the possibility of unlocking, as we'll see.) 
 
Finally, mental life is not just "automatic" and "locked," but it is also "compiled." That 
is, there is a rich repertoire of learning and experience and inference "behind" thought 
and behavior, that is not immediately apparent from everyday experience. The way to 

 



 

think about this is like when you're first learning math in school, and the teacher makes 
you show all your work. Eventually this becomes aggravating, and you find you can do 
many of the steps in your head (and sometimes that increases the chance of making 
mistakes, which suggests ways to extend this analogy, but we'll leave it there for now). 
This "covertization" or "compiling" of thought and behavior is how the mind naturally 
works. Steps become fluidly blurred together into a single step. This is one of the ways 
that we learn to do truly new things. 
 
Now, sometimes, you find that you're very good at, say, a math problem, but you might 
or might not have tremendous difficulty teaching someone else to do what you can do. 
Other times, even though you "haven't thought about it in years," you find with a little 
effort and reflection you can start "taking apart" a skill into its component parts. 
Importantly, it's likely you're not "taking apart" the skill in the same way you learned it; 
but, nevertheless you can do it. And it's not entirely a logical operation. There's 
something else going on. But, we're getting ahead of ourselves. Suffice it to say, here, 
mental activity and thought is "compiled." There is a tremendous richness behind 
thought and activity that isn't immediately apparent or accessible. 
 
Now, why are automaticity, unlocking, and compilation being discussed in a section 
called Attentional Updating? Because, the precise use of attention can cause 
de-automatization, unlocking, or "decompilation" (or "unbundling"). 
 
Careful examples of de-automatization are coming up, but loose examples are 
suddenly realizing you have many more options than you thought you did, or 
something that seems certain now seems much more contingent, or you've done 
everything you possibly could to not come down so hard on your heels when you're 
running--you've tried everything, but suddenly you have more possibilities for changing 
your gait. These examples may seem somewhat boring. But I want to emphasize how 
striking similar experiences can be, how binary. Things that are important to you that 
seem utterly obvious and fixed can suddenly acquire a freshness and newness that 
can be extremely useful and liberating. Your very world and the possibilities within it 
seem to become more true, correct, and flexible. We'll get more more specific in 
subsequent sections. 
 
Finally, in this section, I want to finally address an idea of "staleness" and 
"unintegrated novelty." Most people have probably had the experience of intellectually 
knowing that they or their life situation has changed. But, they have trouble making that 

 



 

knowing "stick." It's easy to fall back into old habits and patterns. And you might think 
something should be true, but "parts of you" just don't believe it. For example, you're 
not that helpless child anymore. Or, you have this amazing new hobby that you just 
discovered, and it's not fitting together well with your other hobbies. 
 
You change, and the world changes, and, in some sense, literally, parts you don't 
notice! If you don't pay particular attention, at some point, to the part of you that hasn't 
changed, that "stale" part of you won't update. In other words, paying attention 
synchronizes parts of you that need synchronizing, it brings those parts up to date. 
Sometimes those parts of you are only out of date by minutes or hours, and sometimes 
those parts of you are out of date by decades. I've covered this fast, in a single 
paragraph near the end of this subsection, because we'll go into it in much more detail 
below. 
 
For now, suffice it to say, de-automatizing, unlocking, and decompiling can continue 
on to updating, integrating, or synchronizing. And, this can and does happen 
effortlessly and automatically during daily life, but there can be barriers to this, too (as 
we'll see), and there are no guarantees. And, finally, one can learn to deliberately use 
attention to encourage all this to happen more often, in powerful, life-affirming ways. 
Subsequent sections will show you how. 
 
2.3.2.4.1 The Need for Level-3 

Level 1, Level 2, and Level-3 all work together. Level 1 and Level 2 can indirectly be 
used to cause large, positive personal changes. 
 
Additionally, working directly with Level 3, or deliberately pointing at Level 3, can open 
up a large new toolkit for personal change. Level 3 contains relatively discrete objects. 
In some ways, it can be used to bypass searching for words and it can be used to 
bypass exploring felt meaning. The "issue" in some sense, can be "right there," on 
Level 3, no guessing required. Certainly, you might want to interpret the issue, or frame 
the issue, or think about things in many different ways. And all of those things might 
affect the current contents of Level 3. But, in some sense, Level 3 is right there, just as 
it is, to work with at any given time. And, Level-3 is a powerful repository of "what's 
going on" at any given time. In some sense, Level-3 is a "base level" of thought, belief, 
intention and behavior. I emphasize discrete, above, because so-called read-off, as 
discussed in a previous section, allows you to work quickly and surely with Level-3 

 



 

phenomena in a way that has a markedly less "searching" feel than when engaged with 
Level 1 and even Level 2. Now, finally, we turn to the details of the content of Level-3. 
 
 
3 Ontology of Level 3 

In this section we'll discuss a functional ontology of Level-3 phenomena. Recall that we 
have described Level 3 above in a phenomenological but abstract way, in terms of 
"flat," "colorless," points, surfaces, manifolds, etc. We also discussed how, without 
Level 2 and possibly Level 1, you know that "something's there" on Level 3, you know 
of its "mere existence," but, in another sense, you don't know what it is. 
 
In the subsections below, we'll discuss what these Level-3 phenomena are, as 
disclosed by Level 2 and Level 1. 
 
What the next few sections don't do, though, is describe how to work with these 
phenomena. This, finally, will happen in later sections. 
 
3.1 Common Meaning versus Technical Meaning 

Before we begin naming and describing phenomena, it's important to note that we will 
be discussing very novel concepts using common English words. That is, language will 
only partially suffice when describing these phenomena, and only direct experience will 
serve to give you a clear sense of what I really mean. The point of describing these 
phenomena is with the goal of inclining you towards experiencing these things, and 
when you do experience these things you can link those experience back to these 
linguistic descriptions and labels with confidence. And then you'll have shared 
language for shared experience with other people who've interacted with this text.  
 
So, to summarize, I'm using common words in a technical way, and those words are 
chosen to point at particular phenomena, but those words aren't intended to constrain 
your preconceptions of what those phenomena are. 
 
3.2 Theoretical Objects versus Phenomenological Objects 

Another useful distinction to keep in mind is the concepts of theoretical objects versus 
phenomenological objects. Some concepts are intended to be abstract in that it's not 
something directly experienced in itself. For example, you might see physical 
mechanisms that have potential energy stored in them, but you don't see the actual 

 



 

potential energy. Potential energy is an abstract concept that can be realized in a 
physical system but is not something that can be directly pointed to. 
 
On the other hand, you can "point to," for example, at least privately, the felt 
experience of emotions. On the one hand there are purely theoretical aspects to 
emotions (and also there are physiological aspects to emotions that aren't directly 
experienced in consciousness). But, there is also the felt experience of emotion in and 
of itself. 
 
So, it's worth keeping in mind in the sections below, whether something is a theoretical 
object--a concept that isn't intended to be directly experienced, or a 
phenomenological object--something that you can directly experience in and of itself. 
 
Most of what's below are phenomenological objects, objects to be experienced. The 
theoretical objects will be pointed out when they are needed. 
 
3.3 Knowing What It Is: Links Across Levels 

Soon, we'll finally be talking about the functional significance of phenomena on Level 
3. And, soon, we'll finally be talking about how to work with objects on Level 3; what 
you can actually do with Level 3 objects and what might happen when you do. 
 
Before that, we need to briefly talk, one more time, about how you can see what I'm 
about to describe for yourself. In previous sections, we talked about generative 
overshadowing and pointing back. Now, we'll talk about one of the ways you can make 
these two mechanisms work for you. 
 
We mentioned before that, by solely paying attention to a Level 3 object, you don't 
know what it is, just by itself. Of course, usually when you pay attention to a Level 3 
object, generative overshadowing will take over and your attention will move upwards 
and be far, far away from the Level 3 object before you know it. 
 
When you're learning to stabilize your attention on Level 3 objects, the first ones you're 
able to pay attention to might not initiate generative overshadowing. That is, not all 
Level 3 objects are "linked" to Level 2 and Level 1. (And not all experiences on Level 2 
automatically produce language.) This non-linkage can happen for a variety of reasons 
that will be discussed below. But, the important thing to know, here, is that precisely 

 



 

because of the fact that generative overshadowing doesn't immediately take over, 
these objects will be the easiest ones to find and experience, at first. 
 
And because of the elusive nature of Level 3, you might not believe or be sure that 
you're actually paying attention to Level 3 objects, that you're doing it right or at all. 
And, this is doubly so, because those Level 3 objects won't seem to have any content 
associated with them; they'll be perhaps, flat, colorless, transparent things that barely 
seem to be things at all, at the very, flickery, indeterminate edge of secondary 
attention. 
 
What you can do, when you're first learning, and at any time, is try to form a link across 
levels, not to cause generative overshadowing to occur, but to produce content that's 
linked or locked from Level 2 back to Level 3, or from Level 1 back to Level 2, or from 
Level 1 all the way back to Level 3, through Level 2. 
 
What you do, in a manner of speaking, is you "hold on" to the lower-level object while 
"asking" for content at the next Level above, "holding" that directional link, and, if and 
when content starts to be generated, you then maintain a "pointing back" link from that 
content to the lower level, so that the content (and, for Level 3, "knowledge of what it 
is") closely tracks the lower level without spinning off for some other purpose. 
 
I'm using a bunch of "quotes" in the paragraph above. These quotes indicate mental 
operations, mental moves, actions you can perform within yourself, that eventually 
come to feel very deliberate and precise. We'll talk more about operations in a couple 
paragraphs, as well as list many specific operations in subsequent sections. For a 
moment, if you're playing with this right now, see if you can intuitively feel the "flavor" 
of these actions; see if you can home in on doing them. These might click right away, 
and, whether they do or not, you’ll get better over time, with patient, attentive practice. 
 
Back to the example above, let's make it slightly more concrete. For example, you 
have what you think is a Level 3 object. Then, you make sure you can keep track of 
that Level 3 object, as best you can, without losing it. Then, you simultaneously attend 
to Level 2, and "ask" for Level 2 content that gives knowledge of the Level 3 object. 
And, if Level 2 responds, you make sure that the Level 2 content "tracks" the Level 3 
object and remains related in a useful and faithful way. 
 

 



 

One of the reasons that this is difficult is that all this attention on an object is liable to 
make that object evolve if not completely disappear, as you learn and grow solely 
because of the attention you're shining on that part of yourself. Also, additional 
interesting, useful, and related objects may come up on multiple levels because of all 
that special attention you're paying to something. You can of course follow these 
tangents, though you might want to "hold on to the original object" for later (on a 
timescale of seconds to a minute or two), if it sticks around. We'll expand on all of this 
in subsequent sections; this is just general principles as well as a preview. 
 
Now, we can talk a little bit more about operations. Operations, again, are deliberate 
things you can do. "Pointing back," in fact, is something that happens automatically, 
but can also be a deliberate mental move, a deliberate operation. 
 
Pointing back, in fact, is particularly worth lingering on, for a couple reasons. 
 
First, to stretch the definition of "pointing back" a bit, pointing back can be used, not 
just to point back to content on a lower level, but also to "point back to" or "initiate" 
mental moves, mental operations or actions. 
 
You don't need to use, say, language to initiate a mental move. And, in fact, it's much 
faster and much more precise to not use language--you'll sometimes want to perform 
several mental moves in the space of mentally uttering a word or sentence, and many 
mental moves defy a good linguistic "tag." 
 
But, language can still be extremely useful to help structure and guide mental activity. I 
use less language to work within myself than I used to, but I still use language daily, as 
a way to reliably point back to particular content or to help initiate a mental operation. 
 
As we'll see, questions are the quintessential "deliberate pointing back" tool. We'll list 
many questions in subsequent sections to help point to particular classes of 
phenomena in Level 3. Suffice it to say, here, language and pointing back can be used 
to help forge links between Levels. 
 
3.4 Finding What You Want: Questions and Deliberate Pointing Back 

In the previous section, we noted how useful it can be to do deliberate pointing back, 
deliberately using language to point back to Level 2 or Level 3, or using felt meaning to 
point back to Level 3. 

 



 

 
Now, we can get more specific about inference versus read-off, and we can maybe 
boost your confidence a bit if you're not sure you can do this, or if you've already been 
playing with all of this and you're not sure you're doing it right. 
 
The following questions will make more sense in a few sections, but imagine asking 
things like this: 
 
What am I doing right now? 
How am I doing this? 
What am I doing that I'm doing right now? 
 
One way to answer these questions is more speculatively, with more language and felt 
meaning. This is inference. 
 
Another way to answer these questions is with read-off, that is, asking these questions 
with the intent to link to a specific object on Level 3. 
 
Sometimes you'll ask a question, and maybe you'll get some felt meaning or language 
back, and it won't feel quite right; it won't feel "grounded." In these cases you might 
want to use slightly different words or you want to simply be patient, for seconds or 
even minutes. (Sometimes, this blankness, voidness, or emptiness is because you, in 
some sense, caught yourself by surprise, and your mind has to prepare something for 
you. Other times, part of your mind is, in some sense, actively maintaining blankness 
for a topic or situation. We'll explore this in a subsequent section.) 
 
Other times, you'll think you have something, but it'll seem to slip out from under your 
fingers. What's often happening here is that you have aimed attention back to Level 3, 
but the "light of attention" is causing updating and refreshing and healthy growth and 
changes. That could go on for seconds, minutes, or hours. This will prevent you from 
getting a good solid answer. (Often this stabilizes all on its own; other times updating 
and refreshing won't have as clear of a direction and there will be more of a spinning, 
making it hard to get some felt meaning or language back. This will be discussed in a 
subsequent section.) 
 
Other times, you'll get a very solid "lock" on something in Level 3. You might not get 
language to generate up all the way back to Level 1, but you've definitely got a link, 

 



 

and you can answer the question you posed with confidence and authority. (Though, 
you might find as soon as you start talking that the words no longer fit! Slightly delayed 
updating is occurring.) This confident and precise specificity is characteristic of 
read-off, or at least approaching it. It's possible to respond from a mixture of read-off 
and inference. And, over time, you can hone your responses to very precise read-off. 
(In this latter case, the challenge becomes finding precise language to go with your 
precise read-off.) 
 
In any case, you may have a suspicion that it would be useful to pay attention to 
particular Level 3 phenomena (and in fact there will always be a large collection of 
Level 3 phenomena available to investigate). Or, you'll want to deliberately "activate" or 
"call forth" Level 3 phenomena that are relevant to something you're doing. 
 
And, one of the ways to do that is to nonverbally go looking for what you want using 
secondary attention. Sometimes this will work very well. And, other times, it will be 
difficult to know where to "point" your attention. It's almost as if there's multiple 
additional dimensions besides the usual three, and you don't quite know how to make 
the "inner gesture" along the right dimension. In those cases, using language to point 
back can be very helpful. 
 
At first, as you use questions, the answers you get back will have a flavor of inference. 
Over time, the answers you get back will start to have an authority and specificity to 
them that will be closer to the flavor of read-off. And, finally, you'll know very clearly 
you're performing read-off, even if you attention doesn't linger on Level 3. Remember, 
when generative overshadowing is taking place, attention rests on Level 3 for 
milliseconds. Plenty of the time, I know I'm performing read-off, or close enough, even 
though my attention on Level 3 is so minimal as to be almost nonexistent. It's OK if you 
ask yourself questions and they answers seem to come out of the dark, because 
you're new at this or just because you're moving fast and furious. Either way, just be 
aware whether your answers have the flavor of inference or read-off. Both can be very 
useful. 
 
3.5 You Don't Need to Know What It Is to Work With It 

This is one of the most important sections in this book, and, here, we detail a point that 
was one of the main reasons for working all this out in the first place: 
 
You don't need to know what something is to effectively work with it. 

 



 

 
In other words, for a variety of reasons, Level-3 phenomena will not always link with 
Level 2. And Level 2 phenomena won't always link with level 1. The reasons for this will 
be covered later, but for now we'll just acknowledge that this is possible. And, for 
some people, especially if they're just starting to work with Level 2 and Level 3, it will 
be very common. 
 
You'll know something's there, but you don't know exactly what it. You know 
something's wrong, but you don't know exactly what it is. You know you want 
something, but you can't put your finger on it. You know something works in particular 
way, but you can't put it into words. You know you must do something, but you don't 
have words for it. 
 
It is extremely satisfying to know what the thing is, to be able to put anything and 
everything about yourself and your situation into words, for yourself or for other people. 
It's helpful for making predictions, it's helpful for reasoning about yourself, it's helpful 
for asking what you want from other people, it's helpful for planning, it's helpful for 
relating to yourself and caring for yourself, and having fun with yourself.  
 
But, sometimes, for a variety of reasons, you won't get a Level 1 or a Level 2 linkage. 
Much of what will be discussed in subsequent sections will help with creating linkages 
and putting things into words. And sometimes putting things into words is a useful or 
goal or simply valued in and of itself. 
 
Other times, getting things all the way to words won't be worth the effort or it will even 
be counterproductive. 
 
Above, I used the phrases, "but you don't know exactly," and "you can't quite put your 
finger on it." In fact, though, I will claim that, almost always in these cases, you do 
know, exactly; you know, precisely. It's just that there aren't linkages to the Levels 
above. 
 
Sometimes parts of you are blocking linkages (to be discussed later). Other times, 
there's no linkage to, say, Level 1, because, say, the felt meaning on Level 2 is vast, 
rich, intricate and precise. It would take a painstakingly crafted haiku, or a laboriously 
written philosophy tome, or a heartfelt short story or novella to really capture what 
you're experiencing. And maybe that very same experience is richly evolving in 

 



 

response to external events or your changing relationship with yourself, maybe it's 
evolving on a second-by-second basis. Maybe no words will do, at least at first. 
 
And, being able to gently stabilize attention on Level 2 (not to mention gentle 
simultaneous stabilization on emotions, feeling, and imagery) allows you to be with that 
content, to explore it, to experience it, to engage with it, to have a relationship with it, 
to be able to act from it, precisely and fully, without having to put it into words. Or, 
perhaps you're able to work out some language for it, in order to more easily reflect on 
what's happening, or to be able to talk about it with someone. But, even in so doing, 
the words don't dim the entirety of it. You still have access to all of it, in all its richness 
and complexity. 
 
Other times, to go into this a little bit, here, it's not that you want to have this glorious 
relationship with parts of yourself, but that parts of you are in conflict. Parts of you 
might be profoundly alienated from or terrified by other parts of you, and under some 
combinations of circumstances, this can lead to you not being able to have words or 
even felt meaning or imagery for objects on Level 3. Again, under these painful 
conditions, being able to gently stabilize attention on and work with Level 2 and Level 3 
allows you to gently, consistently, acceptably, constructively move forward, even when 
you "can't put your finger on it," or won't, or "can't bear to," or "don't know." A part of 
you does, as scary or painful as it sometimes is, and access to Level 2 and Level 3 lets 
you maximally respectfully, maximally gently, work with all of that, rather than getting 
stuck on language that can't point back. 
 
There is much of you beyond linguistic descriptions, as powerful as language is, and 
access to Level 2 and Level 3 give you tools to relate to, and act from, parts of yourself 
in ways would would otherwise be very challenging. 
 
3.6 Level 3 Phenomena 

The next several subsections each detail a particular flavor of Level 3 phenomena, as 
fairly directly revealed by Level 2 and Level 1 (and of course through imagery, 
emotions, bodily sensations, and acts in the world, as well).  
 
Along with a description, there will some questions you can use, to help point you back 
at the phenomenon so you can experiment attaining read-offs. 
 

 



 

These descriptions are not "afforded;" they don't give you things you can do and how 
you can work with these objects. That will be covered in subsequent major sections of 
this book. Also, it's worth noting that parts of the descriptions will seem to repeat, 
similar words or labels will be used, and I'll sometimes call this out explicitly. Even 
though the words sometimes overlap, the actual phenomenal object classes will be 
distinct, each will have a different, actual, visceral phenomenal flavor, even though 
sometimes the same english word will kind of fit. Also, the word lists won't all apply all 
at once. Sometimes some of the words will apply and some won't. Or, some of the 
words will seem to imply shorter timescales (seconds) and others longer (minutes, 
hours, days). Most of these objects can act or apply at different timescales while still 
having the same-ish basic flavor, feel, or function. 
 
Additionally, even if the descriptions make it seem like Level-3 phenomena are rich or 
complex, keep in mind that that complexity typically manifests on Level 2 and is only 
ever partially captured by Level 1. A rich, complex description at Level 2 might be 
represented at Level 3 by a "dimensionless point" or a plane or manifold, or two. Or a 
couple or a few Level 3 objects will give rise to colliding or interpenetrating complexity 
on Level 2. To be sure, there can be lots and lots of complex, flickery activity 
happening on Level 3. But, each individual thing on Level 3 will typically be quite 
"simple," either point-like or a "wrinkle" or sometimes a manifold or "infinite plane." 
Only when "expanded" on Level 2 will an individual Level 3 object reveal potentially 
large amounts of imagery, complexity and cause feedback loops that will further 
change the contents of Level 2 and Level 3. 
 
The next few subsections are ordered in way that is hopefully the most clear for an 
initial read. I think of Level-3 phenomena in a (very) loose hierarchy, loose because of 
their nested and reciprocal interactions. We'll draw out subtleties and distinctions in 
the upcoming subsections, but, here, we'll use these general labels for each class of 
phenomena: 
 
why 

what 
how 

expectancy 
affordance 

concern 
belief 

 



 

intention 
 
The order that we cover these will be a little different: 
 
what 
why 
affordance 
expectancy 
how 
belief 
concern 
intention 
 
Now, here we go... Remember, these will become much, much clearer, visceral, and 
differentiated in the sections where we actually work with them. 
 
3.6.1 what 

A "what" is a goal state. It would be more correct to say that a "what" is the discrete 
conscious representation of a goal state on Level 3. We could also more loosely define 
a what as the additional conscious experience that is produced by linkages from Level 
3 to Level 2 and Level 1, as well as imagery, bodily experience, physical action, etc..  
 
"Whats" could be called many other things, to draw out different aspects of them: 
 
sign 
goal state 
goal event 
image 
signposts 
waypoints 
outcomes 
result 
desire 
object 
experience 
expectation 
event 

 



 

occurrence 
success 
release 
proximal plans, proximal plan pieces (if a “why” is a distal plan [see below] and a how 
is an immediate plan [see below]) 
 
(Note that some of these labels could just as well be applied to other Level-3 
phenomena, but the "flavors" are different.) 
 
You do not have to have the intention of achieving a what. Or, the intention to achieve 
a what can come and go, in a fairly binary way. ("Intentions" will be discussed a few 
subsections from now.) In the case of a what that isn't currently an intention, it's still 
more experientially "solid" than a desire. A desire is more fleeting; experientially it's a 
what that doesn't yet have an object of desire. If you are working on a what, then you 
have an intention to work on the what. But, if you have the intention to work on a what, 
then you are not necessarily working on it. 
 
Whats can flicker in and out of Level 3. If a what is not currently available in Level 3, 
then you cannot and will not know you have it, and you will not work towards it, either 
automatically (and "unconsciously") or consciously and deliberately. A what can enter 
Level 3 as quick as thought and attention, based on deliberate, automatic, or external 
factors. If a what is on Level 3, it is available to secondary attention if you choose to 
incline your attention towards it, but you won't necessarily know it's there, either in a 
tacit, subliminal way or highly explicitly. 
 
You could infer you have a what, if you're already in motion and working on it, though 
you might not be able to explicitly specify its precise nature, without a Level 1 link, 
through Level 2. 
 
A what does not have to be concrete. And, most people have many or at least several 
whats available for action at any given time. You can only work on or towards one what 
at a time, which might be surprising. However, you can quickly shift between active 
whats, as quick as thought. Whats can be in a loosely related group, that become 
available at around the same time, and trade off amongst themselves in a coordinated 
fashion, over hundreds of milliseconds, seconds, or minutes. In this case, they are all 
likely related to one or a few "hows" that are active and trade off amongst themselves 
at the same time. ("Hows" will be discussed in a subsequent subsection.) 

 



 

 
A what can represent a goal or an end-state on longer timescales. A what can be 
reaching for a cup or writing a book.  
 
Regarding the claim that only one what can be acted upon in any given moment (even 
though multiple whats can be "active," or, synonymously, "available") on Level 3, a 
what can still be quite complex. (Remember, "complex" means "complex" once 
"expanded" with a Level 2 linkage; on Level 3 it will be represented discretely, without 
internal structure.) In other words, if represented on Level 1, a what might have the 
word "and" a lot, while still being a single what. 
 
That is, a what can be multifinal. satisfying multiple constraints or tracking a 
configuration of interrelated goals to completion. A single what, once expanded, can 
have multiple constraints or goals within it. And, whats, representing longer-term goals, 
can be loosely chained or partially ordered. They can also have a bit of a nested feel, 
but for sequencing or nesting, the flavor is more interpenetrating or enfolding, "Doing X 
is doing Y," rather than "X leads to Y." These connections are only apparent via 
linkages to Level 2 and Level 1, and additionally through indirect observation of 
thought and behavior over time. 
 
(By the way, whats, though discretely represented on Level 3, may not have an 
"underlying reality outside of consciousness." That is, whats might be dynamically 
synthesized, on-the-fly, as needed [and then "injected into consciousness"], out of 
continuously mixed and remixed neural activity and ongoing homeostatic concerns. 
Seemingly stable or at least recurrent whats, upon investigation at Level 2, over 
seconds, minutes, and hours, are continuously in flux, always subtly, and sometimes 
combinatorially, changing in their constraints and end-states.) 
 
Whats are related to "whys." They have a similar but not identical phenomenal flavor. 
Whats can cluster or loosely sequence in relationship to a why. Whys are discussed in 
the next section. 
 
Whats, when linked and represented by Level 1, will sound idiosyncratic and often 
have a provisional or exploratory flavor. If you have a large declared goal of, say, "write 
a computer game," the whats that are engaged at a more concrete level would 
typically sound more like the below if explicitly considered and their flavor captured by 
Level 1: 

 



 

 
"Take an initial crack at figuring this thing out." 
"Look into this." 
"Work on this piece." 
 
Nevertheless, that provisional, exploratory nature still has a sense of concrete "closure" 
to it. It's a doing; it's a thing. It's a what. 
 
Whats can be more concrete, too, such as, "get those garbage bags from that store." 
That what, though, is probably when you're already in the car. If you write "garbage 
bags" on your todo list, the actual active what would probably be more closely 
rendered as "figure out when and where to grab grocer bags," or even "remember the 
garbage bag thing the next time my eyes pass over this list item." 
 
Whats permit action identification. You can read-off what you're doing in the moment 
and, with practice, get a short Level 1 description that represents what you're doing 
pretty well. You'll probably be surprised. Technically, you'll need to stabilize and 
read-off what you were just doing, before you intended and acted upon what became 
"attempt a read-off of what I'm doing [amongst and between performing this read-off]." 
 
Whats can be opportunistic. You might have no intention to act on them until the 
means happen to be right in front of you, and then you reach out and take it. Or, you 
might not know how to act on them, rather, how to arrive at a state of affairs, via 
intervening whats, so you are able to act on them. (We'll examine these states of affairs 
in subsequent sections.) You might have intermediate whats that represent figuring out 
what whats to have in order to be able to act on more distal whats. 
 
It is possible to have "naked whats," whats that, at least at first, are only on Level 3 
and have no linkage to Level 2. You might find yourself doing things without 
understanding why in the least, almost as if it's happening by itself. This can happen in 
the case of very new, "strong" whats, and whats that strongly conflict with other whats 
and haven't been acted upon for a very long time or ever. It seems that the brain or 
mind has to work at finding a way to represent whats on Level 2 (and then Level 1), and 
if a what is very different from other whats, then that can take some time, seconds, 
minutes or even hours. Processes can keep linkages from forming between a what and 
Level 2 (and then Level 1), as will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
 

 



 

You can "flash" on whats (and whys), getting brief, vivid imagery that encapsulates the 
what. This can happen even when a link to Level 2 is new or "weak" (not much 
content), and it can be useful, "illuminating," in a motivating or inferential way. 
 
In this case, and more abstractly, whats can serve as "signs" or "waypoints" or 
"signposts" in the environment. You can be actively working to produce them or see 
them in the environment, or you can be indirectly working to produce them or see them 
by being in the right place at the right time. 
 
And, this is a good segue into whys... (As in, why are you working to produce or 
experience or realize this what? That's in fact a question to be asked in a future 
section.) 
 
Before we get to whys, here are some Level 1 questions that can help to point you 
back to Level 2 content and finally Level 3 whats, especially if read-off is challenging, 
for whatever reason. Remember to differentiate between inference and read-off. 
(Inference can help you figure out what questions to ask yourself, but eventually you'll 
want to transition to read off to know what's actually there, if there is a what that's 
relevant to your Level 2 and Level 1 activity.) Some of these questions overlap with 
questions that can help to point back to whys. 
 
Finally, remember you might not get an answer! There might not be active or activated 
whats that really fit the question. If you're sure something's there, and usually there is if 
you're inclined to look, try not to guess; consider directly attempting read-off, gentle, 
precise, stable attention that will typically produce something on Level 2 and possibly 
Level 1, possibly after some work. Or, that stable (secondary) attention might cause the 
Level 3 object to start updating, refreshing, evolving, etc. (or evaporating or being 
replaced, which will be covered in a later section). 
 
What am I doing? 
What am I doing here? 
What am I doing right now? 
What am I working to experience? 
What do I see now? 
What's in the environment? 
What do I want in the environment? 
What things should be different? 

 



 

What should be present? 
Who should be present? 
What do I want? 
 
Note also that questions like this can produce effects that are best handled by tools 
which will be covered in subsequent sections. 
 
3.6.2 why 

Whereas a "what" is more likely to be a sign, event, or object in an environment, a 
"why" is more likely to be an environment itself. A why is a the representation of an 
afforded environment, a situation, context, life situation, or lifestyle that is a collection 
or potentialities or capabilities. 
 
A why is about a desired state of affairs in which there are things which you can do and 
in which there are things that are likely to occur: food, sex, love, recreation, intimacy, 
connection, beautiful vistas, comfortable beds, meaningful friendships and activities. 
Whys are about optionality, about having choices of what to engage in and when. 
 
Whys can link to Level 2 as "collections of signs in an environment." You might get 
imagery of, for example, food and friends. And, that imagery of food and friends, 
combined with felt meaning, implies all the things that you can do and experience with 
food and friends. 
 
Whys have a sense of complex dependencies: X is meaningless without Y; X, Y, and Z 
have to be there together; if Q then Z. Whys are complex optimization problems, where 
the number of variables and their interrelationships can flux and change, as person's 
ontologies and understandings change. 
 
Here are some brief words or phrases that can serve to evoke a sense of whys: 
 
why 
reason 
point 
whole point 
because 
environment 
afforded environment 

 



 

possibility space 
capability space 
situation 
lifestyle 
life situation 
vision 
vista 
view 
scene 
scenario 
tableau 
distal plan (if a how is an immediate plan [see below], and a what is a proximal plan 
[see above]) 
 
Whys tend to be represented in fluxing and tangled ways (on Level 2) though of course 
are more opaque and discrete on Level 3. And, whys can have a complicated, 
interpenetrating relationship with whats. In subsequent sections, we will explore how to 
work with whats and whys, all the things you do with them, and how they can change 
and clarify in positive ways while doing so. 
 
3.6.3 affordance 

If whats (signs) are things you can experience in an environment, affordances are 
things you can do in an environment (or within yourself, as in mental moves or 
operations). 
 
Unlike whats and whys, the majority of which tend to not be about the immediate or 
imminent environment, active affordances tend to be almost always about the actual, 
immediate environment or context that you're in. 
 
Affordances, are the "tacit felt sense" of "levers," actions, things you can "do" or "pull," 
right there, right now, exactly where your body and mind are arranged and configured 
in space, consciousness, and time.  
 
Affordances on Level 3 are very simple; investigated on Level 2 or expressed on Level 
1, they are a bit more complex, containing within them typically three things: a sense of 
an action possibility, a sense of how to do the action, and a sense of the result of the 
action, all at once. 

 



 

 
Here are some words and brief phrases that evoke some of this: 
 
markers 
placeholders 
action capabilities 
outcome capabilities 
result capabilities 
levers 
choices 
 
Tacitly knowing that you can reach for a glass of water and take a sip is an affordance. 
Tacitly knowing you can incline your (secondary) attention to Level 3 is an affordance (if 
you feel relatively comfortable and practiced doing that). 
 
Not every actual action possibility in an environment is represented on Level 3 at a 
given time. The representations of them flicker in and out, depending on whats, whys, 
and "hows" that are currently also active and available on Level 3. Affordances closely 
interact with "hows" which will be discussed in a subsequent subsection. 
 
What you can do, right then and there, is a function of what affordances are available 
on Level 3. Deliberately paying attention to your affordances can change the 
affordances that are available to you, to a greater or lesser degree. We'll see in 
subsequent sections how to dramatically change the affordances that are available to 
you. 
 
3.6.4 expectancy 

Expectancies are a sort of mini- or micro-whats. They are representations of potential 
signs in the environment, and they have a similar imminence and immediacy as 
affordances. Expectancies are closely functionally related to affordances through 
"hows," which will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
 
Here are some words and brief phrases that might evoke a sense of expectancies. 
Some of them are a bit dramatic and represent rarer qualities than others: 
 
expectation 
readiness 

 



 

a monitoring 
preparation 
stance 
micro-what 
imminent what 
imminent affordance 
upcoming 
poised 
response possibility 
reaction possibility 
a what with teeth 
a what at stake 
incoming 
possible incoming 
opportunity 
catch it 
don't blink 
thread 
 
The difference between an expectancy and a "what" is that if an expectancy is active 
on Level 3, the mind and body (attention, affordances, skeletal muscle, and viscera) are 
in-the-moment configured to respond to the expectancy if it occurs. An expectancy, 
investigated on Level 2, is a readiness for signs and for possibly multiple additional 
affordances to become available. 
 
Expectancies can activate and deactivate possibly as fast as on a sub-second level, in 
an intense social or job situation, while playing a video game, or engaging in any 
complex, relatively fast-paced activity. 
 
Expectancies are typically a part of a coordination of affordances, expectancies, and 
whats, as we'll see in a subsequent section. 
 
3.6.5 how 

A "how" is a Level-3 phenomenon that coordinates affordances and expectancies with 
respect to a what. There can be multiple hows that trade off amongst themselves with 
respect to a particular what. 
 

 



 

Hows are like a series of menus that are successively presented to the mind, on a 
second-by-second basis, or even more quickly. Each menu contains a collection of 
affordances that can be selected from, which are chosen based on active 
expectancies, which themselves are a function of active signs in the environment. And, 
all of this is coordinated with respect to one or more whats, which themselves are in a 
relationship with other whats and whys. 
 
Via hows, whats and whys are actually approached, actions are actually taken, through 
the enactment of affordances. An enacted affordance, whether automatically or 
deliberately, is a behavior or action. 
 
Here are some words and brief phrases that may evoke some aspects of a how: 
 
approach 
approach vectors 
approach evolution space 
stance 
strategy 
method 
modulation 
carrier 
choice collection 
belief 
micro-belief 
leads-to belief 
menu(s) 
(immediate) plan (vs why = distal plan; what = proximal plan) 
 
Examples of hows are "how exactly you're approaching writing this paper in this span 
of a few seconds, from mind movements, to eye movements, to finger movements;" 
"how you're actively figuring out how to put something into words (mental activity, eye 
contact, and behavior), with someone sitting across from you;" "how you're walking 
down the hall;" and so forth. 
 
A how can be inspected "offline," i.e. retrospectively or prospectively. But, it is more 
difficult to inspect a how "online," one that's in use, in the moment, because hows are 
very "close to the metal" so to speak. Everything you're doing, all activity, is enacted 

 



 

and comprehended from within a how. If you try to investigate a how, you're no longer 
engaged in the how you're trying to investigate. And in fact, in trying to investigate a 
how, sometimes in that "millisecond" of deciding to investigate, Level 3 has 
dramatically reconfigured and you're in some sense "miles away" from the how you 
were intending to investigate. 
 
That being said, first, you can metacognitively monitor yourself in the moment, of 
course. That's just a different how than how you were approaching a what, and in fact 
is a change in whats, as well, from the one you were previously approaching. (And, 
monitoring some of the time is useful, but monitoring all the time is suboptimal.) 
 
3.6.6 belief 

Now we come to beliefs. Here, we're using beliefs in a fairly narrow sense, as a Level-3 
phenomenon. A belief, when available on Level 3, modulates the selection, availability, 
content, and evolution of all other Level-3 phenomena, including other beliefs. A belief, 
of course, also modulates behavior through a current (evolving) configuration of whys, 
whats, and hows that are concurrently present. 
 
Beliefs are always "controlling" in a certain sense, but we particularly reserve the term 
for an "activated controlling belief" when a belief predicts the possibility of 
encountering a (highly) disfavored sign or what in the environment: 
 
For example, you might believe you're in danger of making someone angry, and, you 
might further believe that, if this person is angry, then that might ultimately lead to 
further valued outcomes being less likely, such as an enjoyable working relationship. 
(This example actually contains two beliefs.) 
 
Beliefs activate when they are relevant, when they pattern match on current signs in 
the environment or a configuration of whats and whys in the mind. When activated, 
they influence mental activity and behavior. Importantly, beliefs influence mental 
activity and behavior whether or not they are attended to by (secondary) attention. (In 
fact, finding and attending to a belief with secondary attention often dramatically 
loosens its hold, as we'll see.) 
 
Here are some words and brief phrases to capture a sense of beliefs: 
 
belief 

 



 

leads-to belief 
(deterministic) mechanism 
prediction (rule) 
expectation (rule) 
activated controlling belief 
(mezzo) leads-to belief (vs how = "micro" leads-to belief; vs concern = "macro" 
leads-to belief) 
context 
match 
wariness 
vigilance 
 
Beliefs become "strongly active" when a) a particular what or even why is seemingly at 
stake (according to the causal mechanisms and understandings that comprise the 
belief) and, simultaneously, when b) we don't have good hows to navigate the situation 
to safety. 
 
In these cases, we might automatically resort to non-specific or general strategies. For 
example, you can often infer a belief is active (absent direct read-off) by noticing 
non-specific muscle tension and a seeming "narrowness" to thought and behavior. In 
such a situation, one doesn't have a detailed plan to resolve the situation, so "being 
very cautious" is a standard fallback plan. 
 
Often, active beliefs result in the engagement of strategies we learned in childhood, 
because they served us well, at least then. (And we never realized that a better strategy 
was available, perhaps because the strategy still serves some seemingly critical 
function, even though it's highly suboptimal in other ways. This will be discussed 
further, below.) 
 
For example, in a particular interaction with another person, as opposed to, say, taking 
their perspective and figuring out how to reason with them, we might (unconsciously) 
resort to nonverbal, emotional, and postural changes to approach or avoid a particular 
outcome. That is, with certain people in certain limited situations, we might perhaps 
attempt to "emotionally manipulate" them, rather than more fully cognitively and 
emotionally engage with them. 
 

 



 

Indeed, non-specific and general strategies are not always or even necessarily often a 
bad thing. But the point here is that these are the result of controlling beliefs. As long 
as the belief is active, in some sense you don't have a choice in some aspects of your 
behavior. 
 
Talking about a belief implies a separation between belief and reality, that is, a belief 
might not be true. And, in fact, active controlling beliefs are often relatively inaccurate 
representations of how reality works. 
 
Interestingly, the more "dramatic" the effects of an active belief are, the more likely it is 
to be stale, out of date, that is, inaccurate according to what "the rest of you" believes; 
that is, parts of you know it's stale. And, in these cases, simply attending to the belief 
on Level 3 can sometimes cause it to rapidly "evaporate." (We'll discuss experiences 
like evaporation and other more complicated scenarios, involving interrelated beliefs, in 
subsequent sections.) 
 
An important point of this section is that beliefs, in the sense we're using them, are not 
merely the conscious referents of representations about reality, but are functional: they 
serve teleological purposes. 
 
And this includes tacit beliefs about beliefs, beliefs about how beliefs "should" function 
and how they "should" be, in particular or in general. 
 
It might be somewhat surprising, that we, sometimes (often) "unconsciously" believe 
that we need to believe something. 
 
But, we do indeed use beliefs to get ourselves to do things; that is, sometimes doing 
something is very important to us, and we sometimes don't (at that present time, at the 
very least) believe we have another way to get ourselves to do that important thing. So, 
having that first belief in place is important to us, and the mind has a way of 
determining that and keeping that belief in place: 
 
In other words, the "wider" or "unconscious" mind might come to learn that that belief 
isn't true. But, the belief is still injected into consciousness, and maintained there, at 
the relevant times, because it serves an important function. 
 

 



 

And the felt experience is that the belief is true, that reality is, in fact, just clearly, 
obviously, that way. And we experience reality that way, and behave as if it's that way, 
because that is the function, the purpose, of that active controlling belief. 
 
You might agree that the mind using active controlling beliefs to manipulate behavior 
makes a sort of local sense. But, you also might think, doesn't it make more sense for 
the mind to not inject a "knowingly false" belief into consciousness, and, instead, for 
the mind to first believe what's true and then for the mind to use (more) true beliefs to 
figure out how to achieve a goal? The mind definitely does that a lot of the time. Why 
doesn't the mind do that all of the time? 
 
Part of what's happening is that achieving (multiple) whys (which themselves are very 
internally complicated), via achieving multiple whats (which themselves can be very 
complex, internally and in relationship) is an extremely complicated problem for the 
mind (brain) to solve. 
 
Interactions between whys that are all "trying" to be achieved can necessitate parts of 
the mind "deliberately hiding" proximal whats (motives) and distal whats (outcomes, 
signs) from other parts of the mind. It's not as anthropomorphic as all this; you should 
take it more as having a mechanistic (though still perhaps a teleologic) flavor, mostly 
outside of attention, and possibly outside of consciousness completely (i.e. solely in 
the realm of unconscious neural activity). 
 
Now, appropriately anthropomorphically, you might rather that your mind didn't work 
this way, that you know what's actually true, as best one can, and that all parts of your 
mind are in agreement about what's true, talking with each other, and working 
together. 
 
In fact, while you'll probably never reach some sort of perfect end-state--you will 
always be growing, learning, and changing, and so will the world around you--you can 
take rather huge steps towards "uncomplicating" yourself, dramatically reducing the 
number, frequency, and strength of active controlling beliefs that are injected into 
consciousness. And, in doing so, you'll see reality more accurately, and you'll more 
flexibly be able to learn, grow, and act. We will explore ways to do this in subsequent 
sections. 
 
*** 

 



 

 
Before we go to the next subsection, there is another extended, useful discussion to 
have in relationship to beliefs. We spoke above of non-specific strategies, like generally 
tightening down behavior and action, absent a better plan. 
 
There are an additional set of strategies that people sometimes automatically enact, 
especially in interaction with other people, and it's worth being aware that they exist. 
 
Above we argued that one of the ways the mind gets what it wants and needs is by 
injecting controlling beliefs into consciousness. One of the ways that such beliefs can 
be disrupted is by "shining the light of attention" on them, which can break up 
automatized strategies and mess up some of the mind's plans, for better or worse. 
Most people, especially before reading something like this book, are less likely to do 
just that, less likely to reflect on their behavior either generally or precisely. 
 
For most people, the more likely thing to happen is that they would encounter evidence 
in the world that some of their active controlling beliefs are not true. 
 
That is, all around a person, there might be evidence or potential evidence that an 
active controlling belief is not true. If an active controlling belief is critical for a 
particular plan of the mind, it  follows that mind will actively work to avoid experiencing 
that evidence (what; sign)! (There are complex tradeoffs, here, because taking in 
evidence, of course, also helps the mind understand the world better, which can make 
it more likely that the mind will achieve more of its goals in a global sense.) 
 
So, if a person is alone, we might imagine that they're "unconsciously" steering clear of 
situations and experiences that might disrupt an active controlling belief. In the 
extreme, this could lead, inadvertently, to a progressively narrower and narrower 
behavioral repertoire and life. (On the other hand, sometimes people do this 
constructively and deliberately: "I just can't do that right now;" "I can't go there, right 
now;" "I have to get this done, and then I'll think about that.") 
 
What this is segueing into is that, not just physical avoidance of signs, but also 
avoiding chewing on evidence, operating on evidence with your mind, is also 
something that can be actively, and automatically, avoided. This is especially apparent, 
sometimes, during interpersonal interactions where a controlling belief becomes active. 

 



 

It can be hard to notice these things in the moment, but you can also look for them 
retrospectively: 
 
From an outside view, you might notice yourself becoming subtly stubborn or 
belligerent. You might become curt. 
 
You might use emotional outbursts or verbal tone to forestall further discussion. 
 
You might notice that you are tensing muscles and moving your head and eyes less (to 
reduce mental processing). 
 
Thoughts and discussion might seem slippery and hard to remember or think about. 
 
You might notice that you can't remember what someone just said and that you have 
to ask them to repeat it, possibly more than once. 
 
You might notice that you are repeating things over and over to yourself so as not to 
forget them. 
 
You might become sleepy or your mind might go blank. 
 
A hypothetical outside observer might even deem you as being willfully stupid or 
willfully stubborn! 
 
In all of these cases, by internal or external behavior (hows), your mind is working to 
avoid experiencing or processing evidence because doing so would put an active 
controlling belief in jeopardy. 
 
How awful! 
 
We usually want to know what's true, even if it's painful. More importantly, what the 
person is saying might be quite wrong, and we would like to have at least the option of 
investigating what they're saying. But, while a controlling belief is active, the choice is 
being made for us, keeping us from fully considering what someone is saying, 
regardless of whether it's true or false. And, not only that, the situation can be 
embarrassing if it's noticeable--we usually don't want to appear emotional or irrational; 
we want to appear reasonable, and so forth. 

 



 

 
Situations like this happen to degrees: sometimes you feel a subtle stiffening; other 
times you can barely hear what the other person is saying. 
 
So how to handle this? While you're in the moment, it can be distracting or socially 
inappropriate to take your attention off the interaction to try to perform read-off on the 
active controlling belief, which indeed might be stale and might spontaneously 
evaporate if precisely attended-to. Of course, if you're with a friend and not talking with 
your boss, or something, you can might ask to pause the conversation or switch the 
conversation to try pointing back to the belief. 
 
In any case, future subsections will explore whole toolkits to address beliefs before, 
during, and after particular situations. 
 
Suffice it to say, here, one way to (partially) handle situations like this, before even 
entering them, is to try to predict what active controlling beliefs will be triggered by a 
situation, and then try to activate them beforehand, to preemptively perform read-off 
on them, as well as use tools for more complicated situations that will be discussed in 
subsequent sections. 
 
After a difficult situation, you can get some of it on paper and then use what you wrote 
as an indirect way to point back to the active controlling beliefs that were potentially 
activated. 
 
To be sure, with practice, you can get better and better at "surfing reality" in the 
moment, navigating and defusing active controlling beliefs, in real-time, that would 
otherwise make it hard to adapt to interesting, challenging, scary, exciting, 
unexpected, potentially rewarding, and changing situations. But it's good to have 
strategies in place for retrospectively dealing with such situations, too, so you don't 
lose the potential learning that was embedded in that situation. Again, lots of tools will 
discussed in subsequent sections, for reducing the frequency and strength of active 
controlling beliefs. 
 
*** 
 
This was a very long section, so, to summarize, beliefs interact with whys, whats, and 
hows. 

 



 

 
Sometimes this interaction is very strong, and "reality can be locally warped," by a 
"false belief" held in place without our realizing it, to serve a purpose of the mind, 
though we can learn to pick up indirect cues. Another way to put this is that sometimes 
we "need" to see something, or something "needs to be implied," even if it isn't 
actually the case (or even if the actual situation is much more nuanced and 
complicated). And, sometimes there can be clues that this is happening. 
 
Even if reality isn't "warped," we can still be just plain wrong or lacking in experience. 
But, particular cues can help to determine whether an active controlling belief is at play 
in a situation. 
 
One way an active controlling belief is maintained is through lack of attention to that 
belief. Another way is through avoiding evidence that conflicts with that belief, in the 
mind or in the environment. 
 
In such cases, if not subject to inner or outer forces (deliberate or accidental), we can 
continue under the control of that belief, whenever it's activated, forever. 
 
Directly or indirectly, via preemptive and strategic behavior, we can reduce the control 
of active controlling beliefs, to live in a reality seen relatively more clearly, and to more 
globally get more of what we do want and less of what we don't. 
 
As a final point, I've hugely emphasized active controlling beliefs that are "inaccurate." 
But, I'm not saying that all emotional and driven behavior is "wrong." The main issue is 
whether you have the option to investigate beliefs or not and whether you can detect 
when a particularly strong belief is active (and therefore less likely to be accurate). 
 
Overall, you want to have the option of considering evidence, or rethinking beliefs, of 
having the option of not emoting or behaving in a particular way. 
 
Sometimes, upon taking in evidence, or performing read-off on Level 3, a belief 
remains perfectly intact; other times, it will evaporate like smoke, and further situations 
will be really complicated. 
 

 



 

But, ideally, one always has the option to investigate a belief, when doing so might 
lead to reality appearing different and better, along with many more flexible, strategic 
choices for behavior. 
 
You get to be the final arbiter, with all the decisive, emotional, vibrant, driven, 
unreasonable belligerence that you wish. 
 
*** 
 
Previously to this subsection, we've discussed whats, whys, affordances, 
expectancies, hows, and now beliefs. Next, we move on to concerns and intentions. 
And, after all of that, we'll move on to tools. 
 
3.6.7 concern 

A "concern," when thoroughly explored on Level 2, is a complex collection of beliefs in 
relationship to one or more whys. As usual, on Level 3, a particular concern is a single 
phenomenal object. 
 
Here are some words and brief phrases that capture aspects that concerns sometimes 
have: 
 
concern 
constraint 
factor 
belief 
(macro) leads-to belief (vs how = "micro" leads-to belief; activated controlling belief = 
"mezzo" leads-to belief) 
aspect 
stake 
part 
agent 
strategy 
plan 
independent 
voice 
 

 



 

Concerns arise in the course of considering whys and whats, and concerns arise in the 
course of exploring the formulation of intentions. (Intentions will be discussed in a 
subsequent section.) 
 
A concern arises when a particular, potential course of action, a particular collection of 
whats being considered, possibly mediated by a how, will interfere with another 
collection of whats or the components of a why. 
 
There is something like a non-phenomenal, "extra-schematic conflict detector," 
somewhere in the mind, that monitors for when one course of action will interfere with 
another course of action. 
 
When you're exploring how to accomplish something, or you're trying to knuckle down 
and do something, and you keep getting distracted, or you find motivation keeps 
draining away, then one or more concerns are likely being activated on Level 3. 
 
I use the word "extra-schematic" above, because concerns have a sense of "being out 
of scope." They tend to be factors that don't seem to be a part of the current situation 
but nevertheless are influenced by it. For example, if you're trying to write a work email, 
but your motivation keeps being drained away. The issue might actual be about a 
personal relationship. Perhaps the work email, while good for your career, might lead 
to additional responsibilities which will mean less time with your significant other. And, 
you're focused on work, so all that's really apparent is that you're having trouble 
getting the email finished. If investigated on Level 3, this concern will likely be 
detectable, though it may take some effort, due to the "out of scope" phenomenon, 
which will be discussed in a later section. 
 
Concerns are notable because they are often particularly resistant to forming links to 
Level 2, and, through Level 2 to Level 1. It's not only the "out of scope" phenomenon 
that seems to produce concerns but also when parts of the self are alienated from 
each other. 
 
At times, it seems that one why or collection of whys is at odds with another collection. 
That is, to some part of the mind they are seen as incompatible, with either the whats 
leading up to them seem to interfere with each other, or, the whys contain elements 
that are incompatible. 
 

 



 

With respect to incompatible whats, an example might be, as above, there doesn't 
seem to be enough time to take on an extra work project and, say, have dinner at 
home every night. With respect to incompatible whys, perhaps living a financially 
secure lifestyle is experienced as being incompatible with a life of adventure. 
 
Whys are seen as incompatible, yet both are critically desired. This seems to 
sometimes cause one why to "hide" from another. It's as if why number one is fully 
available to Level 2 and Level 1. But, why number two "knows" that if it fully manifests, 
then it will be "attacked," and its plans will be interfered with. So, that why is in hiding, 
and it acts through whats and intentions that don't get linked to Level 2 and Level 1. 
And, it strategically interferes with why number one through manifesting concerns. 
 
If the concern were fully and completely known, on Level 2 or Level 1, it would be 
attacked, so it resists Level 2 linkages. 
 
Luckily, despite this property of concerns being resistant to Level 2 and Level 1 
linkages, tools are available to work with concerns at Level 3 if not Level 2.  
 
An additional property of concerns is that they can form chains of dependencies: "This 
will work except because of this (concern #1), and this (concern #1) can't be addressed 
because of that (concern #2), and that (concern #2) can't be addressed because of that 
(concern #3)..." 
 
This can be experienced directly. And, in fact, one can work effectively with concern 
chains on Level 3 without even having to know the contents of each of the concerns. 
(Of course, if you would like to know "exactly" what's going on, that is an option as 
well.) 
 
Working with concerns will be covered in a subsequent section. 
 
3.6.8 intention 

And now we will discuss "intentions." First, some distinctions: in our technical sense, 
"intentions" are not wishes, wants, or desires. Wishes, wants, and desires are 
"intended" in some sense, in that, all things being equal, you would usually accept the 
fulfillment of a wish, want, or desire if it was offered to you. But, this is not the type of 
intention that we mean here. 
 

 



 

Here, we mean the intention to do something, to work towards experiencing a what or 
sign. Either the intention is active, right here, right now, as you're enacting a how. Or, 
you have a delayed intention to definitely, positively do something (for example, go to 
the store later). 
 
More technically, "intentions" as we narrowly mean them here, are Level 3 objects that 
are related to a collection of whats, whys, and hows, in the absence of opposing, 
active controlling beliefs and concerns. 
 
Intentions as Level 3 objects are quite elusive, at least for me. At the time of this 
writing, I'm still not entirely sure I'm experiencing them on Level 3. However, intentions 
are quite binary. I feel them most obviously, even for delayed intentions, as changes in 
skeletal muscle and viscera, accompanied by a "knowing" that I can't quite put my 
finger on, yet. Nevertheless, with practice, at the very least because of those more 
obvious signs, you can clearly experience intentions clicking on and off in a fairly binary 
way. Sometimes there's some flickering, as if an intention is being "tested out" and 
either assumed or discarded. 
 
When an intention is assumed or active, you might change your mind later, but, right 
now, you're definitely going to do the thing. And, again, with practice, you can 
confidently know whether that's the case or not. 
 
So, you can have plenty of whats that are provisional, that are perhaps desired but 
aren't "intention-locked" at any given time. In the confluence of whys, whats, and hows 
that must all come together, often there will be pieces that are partially ordered or 
connected, but final linking pieces will be missing. In the end, for an intention to form, it 
all has to "work." Sometimes concerns require a large reconfiguration of whats or an 
internal rearrangement of hows, in order for an "intention-lock" to occur. 
 
What this implies is that written plans are not necessarily intentions. In order for a 
written plan to be "intention-locked," there must be a linkage from the Level 1 words 
down to objects on Level 3. And there must be an absence of concerns and relevant, 
opposing activated controlling beliefs. Intentions can't be willed into existence--often, 
in order to get an intention-locked written plan, if that is desirable, quite a bit of work is 
needed on Level 3, as well as a thorough exploration of linkages between Level 1 and 
Level 3. 
 

 



 

In any case, whether partially written down or merely complexly embodied and 
experienced, tools and techniques for nurturing crisp intention formation will be 
explored in subsequent sections. As we'll see, in fact, intention formation is relatively 
straightforward, but it can at first be counterintuitive: "complex, inferential, 
mechanistic" analyses and plan-making, while sometimes attractive, are often not the 
actual mental moves and activity that are needed to encourage intentions to form. 
 
 
 
4 Folding 

 

Now we come to a tool, something you can do. 
 
The suite of inner behaviors below are collectively known as "Folding." (Technically, 
"folding" is a specific inner behavior within the collection.) 
 
Folding, overall, is to be used when you experience inner conflict or motivation drains 
out of you. More specifically, you may feel you can't choose between options, or you 
have no options, or you're in an impossible situation, or you feel you must choose from 
multiple undesirable possibilities, or you hate part of yourself, or you are disgusted with 
part of yourself, or you wish a part of yourself would go away. 
 
Additionally, you can use inner behaviors in the folding suite when specific concerns 
come up and when you detect you're under the influence of active controlling beliefs. 
 
The common denominator amongst all of this is that different parts of you are 
seemingly irreconcilable, where different parts of you are going in different directions, 
or when you are disowning parts or want to crush or annihilate parts of yourself. (Or, 
less strongly, you're unhappy with parts of yourself, or unhappy with desires, drives, 
etc. Or, you think it's impossible that they can all coexist and get what they want.) 
 
More subtly, you might feel nagging uneasiness or, as listed above, you want to do 
something, or many things, but you feel actively blocked.  
 
Concisely, the key thing to indicate use of folding is inner conflict or inner concerns 
about courses of action. If you're not conflicted, if instead you "just don't know what to 
do," then another technique in this book is warranted. 

 



 

 
The two subsections below are entitled "Actions" and "Updating Experiences." The 
Actions section is a long list of subsections of inner activities and behaviors that you 
can perform. The Updating Experiences section collects many things that can happen 
in the course of performing these inner activities and behaviors. 
 
Folding has been carefully split out into subprocesses and sub-actions in the sections 
below. It might seem overwhelming at first. But, with practice, all of the details mix 
together in a positive way. The actual experience of Folding, over time, is fluid, fast, 
and symphonic.  
 
4.1 Actions 

The next several subsections are less expository and more instructional; they have 
much more imperative language. While not quite conducive to real-time use, you can 
pretend you're hearing them out loud (or have someone read them), and you might 
intermittently follow the instructions as you read. 
 
At first you'll be proceeding via intuition, trying to make sense of the instructions and 
vaguely gesturing in the direction of your interpretation. Keep feeling for "feedback," 
some sense of the effect of your inner actions. Over time, your "inner mind's eye" will 
get sharper and sharper, and your inner behaviors will become decisive and precise. 
This takes time and some initial patience for fumbling and uncertainty. Work at it 
regularly, and don't be afraid to let your intuition take you the first few steps: There is 
enough detail and inter-confirming pieces that, eventually, you'll have confidence that 
you're doing it right. This is a process where it's really OK to start vague. 
 
Consider reading the following sections in order, the first time through, because within 
each section are additional meta-directives about when to do each of the inner 
behaviors and how they all relate to each other. 
 
4.1.1 figuring 

This first section, "figuring," is less a discrete behavior and more of an acknowledging 
of something that can and should be going on during this entire process. Especially 
when you first start to learn Folding, you're going to be working to "figure out" what's 
going on and how to do it. You'll be questioning whether you're doing it right, forming 
ideas about what's going on, and working to put it in context with other things you 

 



 

know. And you probably won't stop until you've, in a sense, reverse engineered 
Folding, taken the pieces you want, and made it a part of your own inner repertoire. 
 
This is great. Folding is an inner behavior, but it's not meant to have connotations like 
meditation. Some (though not all) meditation practices emphasize controlling the mind 
or emptying the mind. But that is not at all like what we want to do, here. 
 
Certainly, you will be asked to direct your mind in various ways. But, all this directing 
should have a provisional, exploratory flavor. Keep an eye on what your attention 
wants to do, and you'll get better and better at doing this over time. In general, you 
want to work with your attention, and gently direct your attention, intermittently, rather 
than working against it. Even when you're asked to direct your mind very precisely, 
give it shot, and then take a step back and see what happens next. Always consider 
that there might be a gentler and more "internally respectful" interpretation of the 
instructions. 
 
So, amongst following the instructions, while you're following the instructions, think, 
cogitate, ruminate, figure, figure out. You may find, over time, that there's "plenty of 
space." You'll learn to have a lighter and lighter touch on your mind, being able to 
watch what's going on and to make little, precise-yet-gentle nudges, without disturbing 
the complex, flowing nature of what's going on while you watch. 
 
The other main topic of figuring and thinking, besides, "am I doing it right?" is "what's 
going on, here?" That is, you're doing Folding because you're trying to solve a problem 
situation or you're globally working to improve your life or relationship with yourself. 
That is, problem solving. And, you're exploring the content that comes up during 
Folding and the relationship Folding has with your current life situation. All of that can 
happen amidst the Folding process. 
 
Over time, your figuring will be less about the process and more about the content. Let 
it all happen, along with working with the instructions. There's plenty of space for all of 
it. 
 
4.1.2 inclining 

The next few steps, including this one, "inclining," "connecting," and "provoking," are 
intended to be used from a "cold start." If you're already "in an issue," they're optional. 
But, you can still do them to make the “issue-ness" stronger. Overall, this step, and the 

 



 

next two, are intended to create clear activity on Level 2 and Level 3, as well as a 
connection between the two Levels. 
 
In this step, you are inclining towards all the puzzle pieces of a problem or situation. 
You are inclining towards initial comprehensiveness, everything that's relevant. The feel 
here is not of listing the puzzle pieces and then being done. Rather, the feel should be 
of an active, evolving process, that of letting all the pieces reveal themselves, sort 
themselves, evolve themselves, and present themselves to you. 
 
You might think of this is making a space so that your mind can present things to you, 
with a gentle, intention of what you're looking for, but while trying to actively mimimize 
preconceptions. 
 
This section, inclining, is more about focus on Level 2: If you do use Level 1 (language), 
try to keep it as brief and general as possible. (This is the language you deliberately 
generate, for pointing back purposes versus the automatic figuring that's probably 
going on in the background.) The "partiality" and "taking a stand" nature of language 
might help to get you in the ballpark of what might be best to work on, but it might also 
prematurely "leave things out" and prematurely "force a perspective."  
 
In fact, you might watch for a sense of your mind "locking down" around particular 
hypotheses or assertions of "what the problem is." But, if you look with (secondary) 
attention, you may notice hints of "more," "around the edges." You might actively, 
gently "fend off" this locking down, you might actively, gently, keep "opening back up." 
 
"Let" all that, "bubble up" and "rotate through." There can be a sense of a convection 
process, as if the mind is working to find the right things to expose to you, out of a 
deeper, more complex process. You might feel as if you can help this along a bit by 
"rotating the object" with you inner hands, to look for entry points or exposure points. 
 
Here are some phrases that might stoke your initial, intuitive inner behavior: 
 
stabilizing 
sifting 
sorting 
looking 
evolving 

 



 

overviewing 
rotating 
exposing 
simmering 
bubbling 
picking through 
asking 
surrendering 
allowing 
unsticking 
opening 
filtering 
trying 
 
If you feel like you're too lost in inference and language, if you're free-floating and not 
really connected to actual content and concerns, here are some things you can try: 
 
You might direct (secondary) attention to the body and emotions. This can sometimes 
"guide you in" directly to "live" felt meaning. 
 
Another thing you can do is start "counting the pieces." Trying to "count the pieces" of 
the issue, how many there are, even if it keeps shifting around and you can't quite get 
a read, is often a good trick to get your attention moving to the correct place. 
 
After one minute to fifteen minutes, you may get a sense that things are starting to 
settle. By settling, I don't mean subsiding, but that content is lightly stabilizing in a 
bright and clear fashion. You might start getting a sense that you've got a "home base" 
on Level 2. Level 2 is a good middle-ground for attention, between the brittle partiality 
of language and the often faster, flickering nature of Level 3. 
 
In the sections that follow, make sure you're "hanging on" to what you've got, here, on 
Level 2. You'll need it extensively for later. Don't try to hold Level 2 "still," you're just 
keeping track of what's there. There's a sense of letting Level 2 continue to evolve 
under your fingers, under a very loose grip. And it will evolve: your understanding of "all 
of it" will continue to grow and change with each inner behavior your perform, 
throughout this entire process. Give Level 2 the space and flexibility to keep up with 
that; don't lock it down. 

 



 

 
Now, if you're starting to have a sense of settling, you can move on to the next section, 
"connecting." 
 
If you have a sense that things aren't settling, you can continue reading. 
 
One of the main reasons that your mind is not settling is that you might just not be 
giving it enough time. Patient, quiet intention, over minutes, is not something that most 
people have a lot of experience with. And, the difference "just a few more minutes" can 
make can be initially surprising. So, do give that a try. 
 
You may indeed find, though, that you're still in a situation where the mind is doing 
something like this: 
 
no wait what about this no wait what about this no wait what about this no wait what 
about this no wait what about this no wait what about this no wait what about this no 
wait what about this no wait what about this no wait what about this no wait what 
about this no wait what about this  
 
If this is happening, here is something you can work with. It's possible that you're 
moving primary attention around a bit too much, and it's continual motion continues to 
kick off mental activity. 
 
So, gently place primary attention on a neutral, external object, like a spot on the wall 
or mailbox outside the window. Continue to incline with secondary attention while 
primary attention is gently occupied. This will often help things to settle. Importantly, if 
primary attention resists being occupied with a neutral object, see where primary 
attention wants to go and follow it. This is a bit of a judo move and will maybe pick out 
a piece of the puzzle that will finally help everything settle down. 
 
Finally, you might not have a good sense of "how much" settling, stabilizing, and 
clarifying is needed. The more skill you have with the subsequent behaviors, deftly 
forming, adding, and catching, the less you need of the behavior here. It's perfectly fine 
and good to rotate to other behaviors, at any point, and to come back to this one later. 
All of the behaviors can be intermixed at will, and your sense of when to do that will 
continue to improve over time. 
 

 



 

4.1.3 connecting 

The last section, inclining, was about establishing something of a "home base" on 
Level 2. This section, connecting, is about strengthening the link between Level 2 and 
Level 3. And the next section, provoking, is about getting some relatively clearer 
objects to work with on Level 3. 
 
Connecting and provoking are pretty closely related in the inner behaviors you're 
performing. The difference is mostly one of degree. 
 
What you're doing, here, is gently moving your mind towards intentions and actions. 
The previous step, inclining, was a bit more abstract, a bit more about getting an 
understanding of everything relevant and how everything relates to everything else. 
Level 2 is great for that. Level 3 is more action oriented, and that's what we're gently 
stimulating now. 
 
As we perform this section, remember to keep track of Level 2, by the way, as per the 
previous section. You might notice in the background how Level 2 is changing while 
you're doing what you're doing, here. 
 
Here are some words which might capture the sense of inner actioning: 
 
trying 
intending 
testing 
acting 
going 
doing 
 
Really feel as if you're actually going to take an action related to your situation, even if 
it's not the right one, especially if it's not the right one. Actually intend to do it, very 
briefly. Gently. Actually begin to reconfigure yourself to fulfill that intention. 
 
You're doing this gently, lightly, provisionally. You don't want to alarm yourself. You 
just want to lightly, gently provoke yourself. There will be problems with the actions you 
might want to take, desired or not. And, actually beginning to enact them will start to 
draw out the concerns and contradictions that are potentially lying under the surface. 
 

 



 

If you already have active concerns on Level 3, or you can detect them through a Level 
2 link to Level 3, it's ok to skip this section, the next one (provoking), and possibly even 
the next one (forming). That is, you might go directly to "adding." 
 
Keep gently doing this for one to five minutes, until Level 3 is very gently stirred up, 
and you have a vague sense of concerns or one or more clear concerns on Level 2 and 
ideally Level 3. 
 
4.6.1.4 provoking 

This section, provoking, is an extension of the previous section, just stepped up in 
intensity and firmness a bit. The goal is to elicit at least one clear concern out of the 
issue as a whole. Here are some words and brief phrases to capture a sense of this: 
 
choosing 
deciding 
firming 
taking a (provisional  stand) 
pretending (really going to do it) 
(gently, respectfully) provoking 
 
Continue the instructions in the previous section for another one to five minutes. 
 
What you're looking for is a Level 3 or linked Level 2 object that you can grasp, all at 
once, with (secondary) attention, separately from your Level 2 sense of "all of that." 
You're gently teasing at least one concern out of the whole, that can have a 
relationship with the whole. 
 
The key point is that you can attend to it, all at once, as a single object without having 
to successively scan parts of it in order to take it all in. You want something that you 
can apprehend all at once and stabilize on, in a single motion. 
 
If you have at least one thing like this, you can move on to the next section. Even if you 
don't, you can still move to the next section, where we will approach this from one 
more angle. 
 
4.1.5 forming 

 



 

In this section, we're still after that initial concern, that initial object that's related to 
whole but separate from the whole. (Often, this will happen very straightforwardly and 
automatically. We're just taking all of this slow and steady for the cases when it 
doesn't.) 
 
You might feel like you've almost got something. It's just that it's a little blurry and 
indistinct on Level 2 and/or maybe a bit too flickery on Level 3. You can't quite put 
your finger on it, but you're very close. 
 
What we're doing here is gently helping out that final clarification step, that final 
defining step. We're "making" a "something," or gently "encouraging" a something, or 
gently "suggesting" a something. This is a possibly delicate behavior on the border 
between the executive mind and automatic processes, an interplay between top-down 
and bottom-up, both working together. 
 
You're making gentle, successive attempts at getting a grip on something, without 
messing up what's there, and letting your mind do what it needs to do to offer 
something up from its side. 
 
So, you're making a non-linguistic, "suggesting" motion with your mind: "How about..." 
(This motion is non-linguistic, but there, as per usual, can be plenty of possibly related 
"figuring" happening in the background, which sometimes has flickers of language. 
That is fine and possibly very helpful.) 
 
This suggesting motion is highly provisional. You're not making something happen. 
The feeling of it is like you're scooping something up with your hands, but you're 
leaving your fingers splayed so water or sand can run out, possibly leaving a more 
solid object behind. Or, it's as if a bird or a butterfly in your hands, and if it wiggles 
even just a little bit to get out, you let it go immediately, so it doesn't get hurt, and then 
you try again. You do this again and again, as many times as it takes until "something" 
is "willing" to be "captured." 
 
You start to get a feel for when it's the right time to do this, when you're almost there. If 
you do it too soon it can be counterproductive. And, if it's not working, it's better to 
take a break, to go back to figuring, inclining, etc., and sometimes, often, something 
will then spontaneously "form," by itself. 
 

 



 

Here are some words and brief phrases that suggest some of this: 
 
(lightly) cupping 
(lightly) caging 
selecting 
scooping 
suggesting 
testing 
collecting 
forming 
stabilizing 
thing-ing 
making something into a something 
making a thing into a thing 
making a process into a thing 
 
Again, inclining, connecting, provoking, and forming might make it seem like getting a 
concern to present itself is so hard. But, discrete concerns can present themselves 
continuously and spontaneously, as well. It just depends on the particular issue at 
hand as well as level of skill, to some degree. All of these initial steps are for when 
you're first getting started or the times or issues for when it's hard. 
 
Finally, perhaps it goes without saying at this point, but, if you've got something (on 
Level 3), you don't need to know exactly what it is! Or even anything about what it is! 
It's mere existence, on Level 3, is enough. You may get glimmers or even vividness on 
Level 2. And, maybe you can even put it into words. But you don't need any of that to 
effectively move forward. Folding was initially designed for the cases when there was 
very little or even completely nothing on Level 2. 
 
When you have something, or a hint of something, the mere existence of something, 
but it's definitely there and you can (very briefly) leave it and come right back to it, you 
can move to the next section, "adding." 
 
4.1.6 adding 

In the last section, we had "something," a Level 3 object or concern or possibly it's 
relatively tight linked representation on Level 2. At the end of that section, we checked 

 



 

whether we could (very briefly) "leave it" or "look away from it" and come right back to 
it being "still there." 
 
Now what you want to do is "add" it. This is an inner move, an inner commitment, to 
keep track of this object. Adding has a bit more of a Level 2 feel. It's like the Level 2 
representation links down to Level 3 and helps to hold something still. It's a bit like the 
Level 3 object is the what I want, and the Level 2 object that's linked is what I use to 
keep track of the Level 3 object. 
 
Adding is like adding something to your collection, so you know it's there, and you can 
find it when you need it. You might be performing quick read-offs from it, or you might 
be performing operations with it, and possibly other objects, at the same time. It's a bit 
like you're lining things up in secondary attention. There's a bit of a feel like, once 
something's "added" it's almost like it's in your "HUD" (heads-up display) and it's 
available quick as thought, almost quicker than thought. You can lightly touch it 
without unpacking it. 
 
Here are some words that may add to your sense of this: 
 
stabilizing 
choosing 
adding 
 
In addition to your Level 2, gently evolving, "overall sense of the whole thing," you'll 
probably have at least one or two objects "added" at any given time. Sometimes it'll be 
five, and, more rarely, as many as seven to ten. 
 
You might be surprised at how many you can easily keep track of, including knowing 
what they're for and how they're related to each other. You'll see! And, you'll get better 
with practice and experience. The feel is a bit different than "memorizing." It's more 
like, you don't have to memorize anything because they're "right there" for read-off at 
any given time. They’re always mostly hovering on the edge of secondary attention, in 
some subliminal sense in view at all times. 
 
I will say it's not quite like that. There's a section below called "refreshing" that 
elaborates on this more. When you have more than a couple objects added, there is 

 



 

some "active maintenance" that can be done that is very helpful. This will discussed 
more in the next section. 
 
Finally, you might wonder, after all those sections on getting a single concern, where 
are all these additional concerns and objects coming from? Figuring can produce new 
concerns at any time. And, the later sections of attending and folding are also likely to 
produce concerns. When concerns are produced by various processes, sometimes 
there are behaviors that are necessary before you can add. These are discussed in the 
sections that are prefixed "catching," below. 
 
Finally, you might wonder if there's an equivalent operation of "un-adding" or 
removing. Or, where do concerns go? 
 
You can let go of concerns when they're no longer needed. Sometimes you'll lose 
track of concerns. Or, more often, as you're learning about the situation, you'll decide 
that some concerns are higher priority than others, so you'll let some go. Also, folding, 
to be discussed below, will cause Level 3 objects to merge or merge into Level 2 sense 
of "all of it." Also, attending, to be discussed below, as well as rummaging, can cause 
"evaporation." Evaporation is discussed in the Updating Experiences section. This is 
another way that concerns, and other Level 3 objects, like beliefs, can go away. 
 
So, now you know about adding, and you can begin practicing it. You may find it 
happens very naturally or it's something that already feels very familiar. 
 
4.1.7 attending 

This section is about "attending." I think of attending as one of the two "power moves," 
alongside "folding," which will be discussed in a subsequent section. In some sense, 
everything else is a setup for attending and folding, combined with figuring. 
 
Once you have a Level 3 object added, you can "attend" to it, for long, slow seconds. 
This is deliberate, gentle, firm, stable (secondary) attention. 
 
Doing this on Level 3 is "best." Level 2 still can work fine (possibly because of the link 
down to Level 3), and it's fine to operate almost solely on Level 2, if that's what's 
available. Level 1 is the hardest, which looks more like iteratively testing out exquisitely 
precise language. 
 

 



 

Whichever the Level, attention normally likes to flick and jump, it likes to keep moving. 
Getting a gentle-yet-precise lock on an attentional object, for that steady attention over 
long, slow seconds can take some practice. 
 
As you try doing this, you may actually find that isn't quite perfectly steady. Sometimes 
there's a little bit of a "stroking" feeling. Sometimes there's a bit of a gentle, continuous 
"returning" feeling. Sometimes there's a bit of a "tickling at" feeling. Sometimes 
ongoing figuring seems to play more and less of an important role. 
 
In any case, a sense of deliberate attending is what you're going for, and you want to 
keep it up for a counterintuitive length of time. 
 
Here are some words and brief phrases that evoke a sense of some of this: 
 
attending 
contacting 
connecting 
tickling 
checking 
playing at 
subtle figuring at 
subliminal figuring at 
 
Sometimes something happens almost immediately. Sometimes something happens 
after a second or two. And sometimes it can take as long as fifteen to twenty seconds. 
That seems to be about the upper limit, if something's going to happen. 
 
So, what happens? One or more of these: 
 
1. Sometimes, absolutely nothing. The object is perfectly still under your (secondary) 
attention. You might then set it aside, keeping it added, and come back to it later. 
 
2. Sometimes you'll experience a gentle "oscillating;" you'll know it if it happens. 
Sometimes this picks up and turns into an updating experience, and other times it dies 
down to nothing again. 
 

 



 

3. Sometimes, there will be an explosion of useful figuring and insight. You might keep 
the object added for when the figuring subsides, and then try another round of 
attending, to see what else happens.  
 
4. Sometimes, one or more additional concerns will make themselves known. You 
address these, often by adding them, and you might need to precede that with 
behaviors in the "catching" subsections below. 
 
5. Sometimes, you may have a "NO!" reaction, which is a bit like a concern becoming 
active. These are more likely to happen when doing folding. But, they are still a 
possibility with attending. This is also addressed in one of the "catching" subsections 
below. 
 
6. Finally, quite often, you'll have an updating experience, which might be intermixed 
with figuring. In some sense, these experiences are what you're "trying for." Updating 
experiences are discussed in detail in the next major subsection. 
 
In addition to the "steady attending for long slow seconds," as well as the "tickling" 
and "playing at," and so forth, discussed above, there is one more point that's worth 
mentioning. This also will be discussed further in the resubordination subsection, under 
Updating Experiences.  
 
But, here we mention that sometimes attending needs more than just what's 
happening in the immediate field of (secondary) attention. Sometimes, especially for 
"large" Level 3 objects, there's a sense that "opening" and "allowing" behaviors need 
to added for an updating experience to occur. You can jump over to the 
resubordination subsection to check that out if that's of interest now. 
 
So, that is attending. This section is relatively brief, because attending can lead to a 
wide variety of effects that are covered in other subsections. In any case, it is very 
important, along with folding. I try it on everything, all sorts of Level 2 and Level 3 
objects, not just concerns, to interesting and useful effects. 
 
4.1.8 refreshing 

This section is about refreshing. Refreshing goes hand-in-hand with adding and 
"strategizing" which will be discussed in a future subsection. 
 

 



 

In the adding section, I noted that you can keep track of more "added" objects, and 
more easily, than you might initially expect. And I noted that this was because adding 
feels a bit different than memorizing, in that the objects never really go away, which 
would necessitate remembering. I noted that they're always, in some sense, "right 
there," in secondary attention. 
 
That being said, at this point you've probably done some attending, and now you may 
have more than one concern, and you may have done some additional adding. 
 
It is helpful to periodically revisit everything you've added. This feels more like 
"refreshing" everything, keeping it bright and active. It is still possible that objects can 
get lost, even with it being less likely than you'd think. 
 
This has a sense of sort of walking through everything, lightly touching it, almost 
touching each thing and then re-adding it. 
 
Here are some words that evoke this sense: 
 
chaining 
recapitulating 
tracing 
circling 
reviewing 
following 
remembering 
refreshing 
stabilizing 
 
It's worth remembering that you can do this and that it can be useful, to help keep your 
place. This will be expanded upon a bit more in the "strategizing" subsection, below. 
 
And, now, we move to folding. 
 
4.1.9 folding 

This section is about folding. It is the titular move of this overall collection of behaviors. 
Attending is about one object. Folding is about two or more objects. 
 

 



 

Here are the basic combinations that you can "fold:" 
 
A Level 2 object with another Level 2 object. 
A Level 2 object with a Level 3 object 
A Level 3 object with another Level 3 object. 
 
Just as usefully, you can also do folding with the Level 2 "global sense of all of it." 
These cases look like this: 
 
"Level 2 global sense" with another Level 2 object. 
"Level 2 global sense" with a Level 3 object. 
 
To fold, you simultaneously hold both objects in (secondary) attention for long, slow 
seconds. As with attending, there can be some figuring in the background, some 
subtle stroking of the objects and some almost subliminal going back and forth from 
one object to the other. 
 
You can most definitely do this with more than two objects. It's almost always a 
worthwhile experiment, especially with objects that seem closely related, or closely in 
opposition. It will be very natural when, say, attending to an object generates additional 
concerns, without that object evaporating. Then, it's very natural to attempt folding on 
the original and new object(s). 
 
As with attending, usually something will happen within twenty seconds. 
 
Also, as with attending, there are a number of things that can happen when performing 
folding: 
 
1. Sometimes, absolutely nothing will happen. This is perfectly OK and doesn't mean 
that something is wrong or that you're doing it wrong. You might adjust your subtle 
figuring a bit (that will make more sense after you've been practicing for a while) and it 
might help to read the resubordination subsection under Updating Experiences. 
 
2. Sometimes, you won't have a folding experience, per se, but there will be an 
explosion of useful figuring and insight. You might keep the objects added for when 
the figuring subsides, and then try another round of folding, to see what else happens.  
 

 



 

3. Sometimes, one more additional concerns will make themselves known. You 
address these, often by adding them, preceded by behaviors in the "catching" 
subsections below. 
 
4. Sometimes, even often, you may have a "NO!" reaction, which is a bit like a concern 
becoming active. This will be addressed in one of the "catching" subsections below. 
 
6. Finally, quite often, you'll have an updating experience, which might be intermixed 
with figuring. In some sense, these experiences are what you're "trying for." Updating 
experiences are discussed in detail in the next major subsection. 
 
A few points remain in his subsection. When in doubt, and the imprecision of this 
makes me cringe a little bit, but, when in doubt, try "holding two things in the mind at 
once for a bit," and consider trying it on everything. 
 
Another important point is that it might take some practice to get the "flavor" of folding. 
It might take some time before you have your first successful folding experience. In 
order to help, I want to mention one more description of how to fold that some people 
have found very helpful. 
 
What you do is, once you've got you attention gently on two or more things, you gently 
ask the two things to "talk to each other." You can also frame this as, "asking or seeing 
if the they're willing to talk to each other." Finally, you can pose this as, asking the the 
two or more things to "talk to each other and everything, all at once." 
 
This sense of talking or communicating, or the "willingness" check, and a certain 
gentle, deliberate opening, can be a missing puzzle piece in having a folding success. 
Interestingly, this is also particularly likely to provoke a "NO!" reaction, which is great! 
Those are a fundamentally important part of the process when they arise. 
 
So, do keep "talking to each other" in your toolkit if the bare mental actions don't seem 
to be working. 
 
So, that is the essence of folding. Now, we have much more to cover that follows from 
this "power move." 
 
4.1.10 catching discrete non-resistance 

 



 

This section is about "discrete non-resistance." We've encountered discrete 
non-resistance before. It's simply a concern becoming activated. I'm giving it its own 
section here for completeness and emphasis. 
 
It's important to notice when concerns have become activated, so that you can 
deliberately, responsibly address them. Some types of activation are harder to notice 
and "catch" than others. This is the easiest type of discrete activation to catch, 
because, in some sense, it's not "running away" as others will be. 
 
But, you still have remember to make the time to see them and add them, instead of 
letting them flit across your attention and be lost, or to have them come up over and 
over again, without them being added and addressed. In some sense, they're concerns 
because you're in the  habit of ignoring them or putting them off in the first place. 
 
When doing Folding, that's your cue to make the time to address all concerns, or to 
triage and address as many as you responsibly have time for. Over time, you'll naturally 
address concerns in daily life, and "chronic" concern activations will reduce in 
frequency. 
 
So, when a concern activates, notice it, "catch" it, and attend to it right then, or add it 
for subsequent attending and/or folding. 
 
You may also have a sense of not-quite-discrete resistance (as opposed to 
"non-discrete resistance, to be covered in a later subsection). In this case you could try 
some forming and then add it. 
 
Make it a habit of noticing and adding activated concerns to your queue. If you're in 
daily life, you might attend to them right then and there. 
 
4.1.11 catching discrete resistance 

This section is about discrete resistance. Discrete resistance has a pretty different 
flavor than a "normal" concern. And, they are a normal occurrences in the mind, and 
it's important to learn to work with them. 
 
The key thing that distinguishes discrete resistance from discrete non-resistance is that 
when discrete resistance activates, your mind is already moving away from it in the 
moment of its appearance. 

 



 

 
So, discrete resistances are like concerns that are much harder to catch and then add. 
So, they're more likely to keep coming up again and again. Sometimes these have the 
flavor of an activated controlling belief being involved as well. 
 
Here is the formula for catching discrete resistance. Keep in mind that this is 
opportunistic. They can move pretty fast, and perhaps many will go by before you 
catch your first one. But, with practice, you can learn to catch almost every single one 
as it appears. 
 
As mentioned above, your mind will be turning away from the discrete resistance even 
as it appears. This turning away is involuntary, prior to any conscious thought or 
decision. The trick, instead of resisting this turning away, is that you briefly participate 
in it, you briefly become it or realize you're the one doing the turning away. 
 
There's an analogy to this. Sometimes, if you have an involuntary muscle cramp, you 
don't first try to unclench the muscle. Instead you briefly clench the muscle harder, 
which somehow gives you back control. And then you can unclench. 
 
It's the same thing here. You participate in the resistance. Then, there's a sense of 
noticing or catching, and maybe a tiny bit of forming, and then you can perform a 
normal add or just attend to it right there. 
 
There's one more tip that might be useful. After the participating in the resistance, it 
might also be helpful to sort of quiesce or create an open, quiet space, perhaps in your 
chest or in your muscles. It's almost as if this gives the resistance a place to inhabit or 
"write itself into" so it can then be added. 
 
In any case, this takes practice. All of that more or less needs to happen all in a 
smooth, single motion to be successful. You will likely get many opportunities. As your 
"inner vision" improves, you'll slowly come to realize that discrete resistances are 
occurring (the normal pattern is to forget about them as soon as your turn away). And, 
then, just remember to make catching attempts at them as they go by. 
 
As an additional point, a successful catch sometimes might "initiate" additional 
"layers" of related discrete resistance. So, it's worth keeping an eye out for this, in that 

 



 

you might have the opportunity to make several catches in a row. In this case, you 
might have to make the catches one after another, and then add each one afterwards.  
 
Finally, a signature aspect of this is that discrete resistance is accompanied by a spike 
in suffering that tapers slowly over seconds. A successful catch of discrete resistance 
will create a sharper (and possibly higher) spike that tapers more quickly, by the end of 
the catching motion. I prefer catching to not catching because the suffering ends more 
quickly, even if it's sometimes a bit sharper. And, after a successful catch, I now have 
something to work with that might mean I never suffer that particular suffering ever 
again. 
 
And that is catching discrete resistance. 
 
4.1.12 catching a NO! 

This section is about catching a "NO!" These aren't quite the same thing as a discrete 
resistance. What happens, here, is that, typically, you ask two concerns or parts to talk 
to each other during folding. And, the response is, "No!" 
 
That is, one or both of "them," don't "want" to fold. Sometimes you'll even hear the 
word "no" in your head on Level 1. 
 
This lacks the "already turning away as it appears" quality of discrete resistance. And, 
another key point is that it's not quite "discrete," which also differentiates "NO!" 
reactions from discrete resistance. 
 
That is, "NO!" reactions are more like a (brief) rolling process. They have less of a 
"thing-like" quality to them and so are less likely to be noticed as something that can 
be caught. To be sure, you can learn to catch them, which is why we're talking about 
them here. 
 
To emphasize, it's as if catching these is extremely counterintuitive or extremely 
unhabitual. I notice that I have to remind people, over and over again, that this is 
something that they can do. And I do this because it's extraordinarily useful. (That is, 
catching a "NO!" and adding it and folding it.) 
 
I suppose the natural reaction to a "NO!" reaction is to obey it and to send the mind on 
another path. It's almost as if every "NO!" reaction is "different" in some way that 

 



 

makes it hard to recognize that it's happening. It's as if it takes extra-special vigilance 
to overcoming the counter-intuitiveness of recognizing when one is happening and 
taking advantage of it. 
 
Here is what you do. First, you notice that it's happening, easier said than done, and 
then you perform something of a forming operation on the "NO!" process. And then 
you add the "No." This is what I repeat to myself and to people I work with: "Add the 
No." 
 
"Are those two parts willing to talk to each other? Gently have those to parts talk to 
each other." 
 
"No." 
 
"Ok, add the No." 
 
"Ok." 
 
"Now, see if those two parts and the No are all willing to talk to each other." 
 
This is extraordinarily effective. There's a bit more to "NO!" reactions, and we'll pick 
this up in the next section. 
 
4.1.13 strategizing 

This section is about "strategizing," that is keeping track of where you've been, what 
you're doing, and where you're going. 
 
After all, all this is happening inside your head. And it can be very complicated, with 
many moving parts. (Of course you can start slow and gentle, with just one to three 
moving parts at a time. And you can let go of what you can't keep track of, yet.) 
 
And, because of the nature of Level 2 and Level 3, it can be hard to know, at first, 
whether you're making progress. As we'll see in the Updating Experiences section, it 
starts to be very clear that something is happening. But, it might be harder to know 
whether you're taking the shortest possible path or whether you're tacking in your 
highest priority direction. 
 

 



 

The territory definitely keeps evolving. And you're definitely taken by surprise--you 
don't know what's coming up next, or how many waves there will be, and when you'll 
reach a good point to stop, and so forth. 
 
But, navigation gets easier. One thing that helps is by making liberal use of adding and 
refreshing. You can add, not just concerns but also "reminder objects" of where you've 
been and where you're going. There's also a sense that you can make plans by 
manipulating the things you've added.  
  
Here are some words that capture some of this: 
 
strategizing 
planning 
juggling 
metacognizing 
preparing 
angling 
stance-ing 
setting up 
sequencing 
 
I would like to give an example of what can happen with "NO!" reactions. I'll repeat the 
example from above and then continue it. 
 
"Are those two parts willing to talk to each other? Gently have those to parts talk to 
each other." 
 
"No." 
 
"Ok, add the No." 
 
"Ok." 
 
"Now, see if those two parts and the No are all willing to talk to each other." 
 
Often, at this point, they will all fold. Another likely thing to happen is something like 
this: 

 



 

 
"Are they willing to fold?" 
 
"No!" 
 
"Ok, add that new No." 
 
"Ok." 
 
"Maybe see if that new No is willing to fold with one or more of what you've added? 
You pick." 
 
"I got another No." 
 
"Ok, add this No number three." 
 
"Ok." 
 
"Ok, how about seeing if No number three will fold with No number two." 
 
"... nothing's happening." 
 
"Ok, how about seeing if No number three will fold with your sense of everything on 
Level 2?" 
 
"... yes, it folded." 
 
"Ok, see if No number two and No number one will fold." 
 
"... yes, they can fold now. Done." 
 
"Ok, now see if the original two objects will fold." 
 
"A new No." 
 
"Add the No. See if all three will fold?" 
 

 



 

"Yes!" 
 
You can see how it can get quite complicated, but you'll be surprised at how much 
easier it is to keep track of what's going on than you would expect. 
 
You'll also notice there was a bit of strategy involved. Normally a person will have 
some intuition, based especially on what's happening on Level 2, of what to do next. 
 
In addition to adding "NO!"'s of course you can also add and strategize with anything 
else you've caught. 
 
If someone's keeping you company, you can sometimes get away with brief Level 1 
tags, and they can help you keep track of things: "the gray one," "the angry one," "the 
relationship one," "the first no," "the sad no," and so forth. 
 
Finally, sometimes box-and-arrow diagrams on paper can be helpful. But, this can also 
interfere with your keeping track of things in (secondary) attention. Using paper or 
software is a bit of an art. It's good cross-training. Sometimes I use paper or software, 
but I rarely mix them with "just in my head" in a single session. 
 
Over time, with some liberal figuring and strategizing, you get better and better at 
keeping track of where you've been, what you're doing, and where you're going. And, 
you can look back on it all at the end of the session and maybe connect some things 
up to Level 1 to get a more explicit sense of what happened and why. (Personally, just 
as with paper, I might give it a day or overnight before linking up to Level 1. You might 
see what feels right for you.) 
 
4.1.14 catching non-discrete resistance 

This section is about "catching non-discrete resistance." This is a challenging move 
that can be used when there's resistance that "you can't quite put your finger on." 
 
Normally, there's almost always something on Level 3 that you can catch and add. 
Less frequently, parts of Level 2 and Level 3 can take on a resistant, slippery quality. 
It's resistant in the sense that attention doesn't really want to move in that direction, 
making it harder to use something like forming. And, there isn't an "almost a thing" 
quality that would also be appropriate for applying forming to. There's nothing 
thing-like, but there's something. 

 



 

 
What you can do in this case feels like "taking a snapshot of everything." All in one 
motion, before primary attention has a chance to move, before secondary attention has 
a chance to move, you non-specifically brighten all of (secondary) awareness, paying 
attention to no particular thing, and you take a snapshot. 
 
Then, you can, to some degree, inspect the snapshot or just "make the entire snapshot 
a thing." There's something about doing this that seems to really connect up with the 
essence of the non-discrete resistance, making it into something discrete that can be 
worked with, as per normal. 
 
Doing this catch is challenging. But, it can be a very useful thing to have in one's 
toolkit. 
 
The alternative to this, is to work with the inclining, connecting, provoking, and forming 
tools to eventually get concerns out of the non-discrete resistance. This is harder 
because than usual because of the resistant quality, but it is an additional approach. 
 
4.1.15 rummaging 

This section is about "rummaging." In addition to attending, there is an additional 
"single focus" movement you can do using (secondary) attention. There are times when 
you can use it and times when you can't. 
 
Sometimes, secondary attention has the quality of "extra dimensions." It's like, in 
additional to the usual three dimensions, there's a fourth or fifth or an unknown number 
of dimensions. When this is the case, one can't use secondary attention like a spotlight 
and just sweep it around. You feel like you don't know which direction to move 
secondary attention in, there's no "there" there. 
 
Other times, secondary attention can have a bit of a feel of a "textured space," that is, 
there seems to be lots of Level 3 objects that are relatively small, relatively stable, and 
all in a relatively collocated area, like lichen on a cave wall. 
 
This situation seems to happen spontaneously, after having been lost in thought, 
thinking hard about an issue. And, it can happen after you've been doing Folding for a 
while, say five to forty minutes. 
 

 



 

When this becomes the case, you can, in some sense, "rummage around" with 
secondary attention. It feels a little bit like you're vacuuming a dirty carpet. It tends to 
cause lots and lots of the evaporation experience, as you go back and forth. 
Eventually, you may find that that area of secondary attention feels more smooth and 
clean, like there's nothing left there. 
 
Evaporation will discussed in a later subsection. Suffice it to say, here, it's good to 
keep an eye out for when you can do rummaging and to take the opportunity when you 
have it. 
 
4.2 Updating Experiences 

In this section, we will discuss updating experiences. Updating experiences can 
happen in the normal course of using  your mind. They happen almost by definition 
during rummaging. And, they are especially likely to happen in the course of attending 
and folding. In some sense, updating experiences are the point of doing the Folding 
process as a whole. 
 
4.2.1 updating 

This section is about general updating. Updating is when your beliefs change. It can 
happen during the course of normal thought. It's especially likely to happen when you 
reflect upon what you know. And, it's very, very likely to happen when you explore 
Level 3 with secondary attention. 
 
Updating contrasts with normal "thinking," or reverie, or also figuring by itself. In some 
sense, during normal thinking, we are using our thoughts, combining and recombining 
and deploying what we know. During this, at least a little bit of updating is often 
happening, sometimes more, sometimes less. If you incline towards "figuring 
something out," that makes it more likely to happen. 
 
General updating is most obvious when you start to say something, and even get a few 
words out, but then you have to stop to think. It's as if what was true changed right out 
from under you. Or, you feel like you need to stop and rethink something or think 
something through. This is general updating. 
 
General updating is actually a rarer experience during Folding, because general 
updating seems to have more to do with general semantic knowledge. Folding tends to 
be aimed more at active controlling beliefs, as well as the inner leads-to belief structure 

 



 

of concerns, and the relationship between concerns and whys, and finally the 
relationships between whats. 
 
4.2.2 evaporation 

This section is about evaporation. Evaporation seems to be the experience of a stale 
concern or active controlling belief going away for good. Evaporation is most likely to 
happen during rummaging and attending. 
 
There is a sense of "evanescence" and, instead of a Level 3 object flicking "off," it has 
something of a different quality of "flicking away," or, "evaporating." It's a distinctive 
feel, a bit like the feeling of general updating. 
 
What seems to be happening, as discussed in previous sections, is that the deliberate 
use of executive processes, of attention, causes unlocking, allowing accumulated 
evidence to propagate from other parts of the mind. In the case of evaporation, it's 
found that this particular belief is no longer warranted and so it is removed. 
 
After lots of evaporation, it seems sometimes as if there is "behavioral blankness" in 
the mind that fades over time. What I mean is that the mind is going down a usual 
channel of inner behavior, inner habit, and then the mind has an expectation that 
something will be there, the next set of responses and things to do. But, those are no 
longer there. It's a bit of neural blankness or behavioral emptiness sort of feeling. It's a 
bit disconcerting at first. It fades over time. 
 
Evaporation seems more likely to happen for "smaller" Level 3 objects, like activated 
controlling beliefs and the "textured-ness" that is amenable to rummaging. Concerns, 
whats, and so forth are far less likely to evaporate and usually participate in other kinds 
of updating experiences. 
 
4.2.3 folding (success) 

This section is about the experience of having an attempted folding "succeed." When 
this happens, there is a distinctive sense of two things becoming one. Prior to folding, 
the two objects couldn't be grasped by the same act of attention, except in a limited 
way. After a successful folding, "all of it," all at once, is graspable as a single object. 
 

 



 

There can be a visceral sense of coming together. There can also be a feeling of relief. 
People describe it as "everything is looking in the same direction," "it's on the same 
page, now." 
 
There's a sense of a myriad of sub-concerns, previously seeming irreconcilable, all 
having been elegantly handled, all at once, automatically, by the folding process. It can 
be quite distinctive and impressive when it happens. 
 
There's an additional sense of, if you had handled it all manually and explicitly (on Level 
1), it would have taken a very, very long time and lots of cognitive effort. But, the 
folding process "elegantly handles it all," when it's successful. 
 
The more folds you make, the less internal conflict you have, bit by bit.  
 
Of note, over time, you might come to find that you have a "new relationship with 
yourself." But, this doesn't necessarily lead to, say, clear sense of direction and 
motivation. Other techniques are good for this. Even in that case, though. There's a 
sense that more and more of you is highly willing and able to work on the problem 
together. 
 
4.2.4 loosening 

Loosening is an experience that sometimes happens during attending. It's the 
experience of when certainty about something, perhaps utterly clear and obvious 
certainty, switches over to becoming provisional. You get the sense now that this thing 
could be true, and you might go back to believing it firmly, but it might not be true. And 
you perhaps become aware of alternative stories about the situation or item, if you 
have them available in your mind. Overall, this opens up more options for how you 
relate to that material. Before loosening, you might always use that particular belief or 
thought on the way to something else, automatically, without stopping. Now, you have 
the option of pausing on that thought and there is a greater chance of it being updated 
in the future. 
 
4.2.5 oscillation 

Oscillation is an experience that is more likely to happen with very large Level 3 
objects. The boundaries, the infinite planes, the mountain-like, huge cone-like objects. 
 

 



 

Sometimes you'll find one of these and attend to it. And, at first, nothing will happen, 
for long, slow seconds. And then, slowly, a gentle, slow, huge, flexing and bending will 
start. Sometimes this will pick up over time and other times it will slow down again and 
stop. The whole thing, after movement starts, might last between ten seconds (just a 
few flexes) and a couple minutes.  
 
If the oscillation does pick up, this can mean that resubordination is a possibility. 
(Resubordination will be discussed in a subsequent section.) For relatively smaller 
objects, oscillating can precede a loosening or even an evaporation experience. 
 
Oscillations are odd. Sometimes it's a very neutral experience. Other times it feels like 
a fine-tuning of a very large, very stable, perhaps very positive aspect of the self. 
There's a sense that you've "worked out the kinks" of something, that something big 
and stable, perhaps a complicated collection of whats and whys, is just a little a bit 
better, now, just a little bit more elegant. 
 
You can work to get a linkage from these large Level 3 objects to Level 2, and it will 
likely be challenging. But, then you might get a sense of what it is and what happened. 
Insight into large objects is more likely to happen after resubordination. 
 
4.2.6 resubordination 

Resubordination can sometimes be on a smaller scale, but often feels rather large and 
dramatic. It has a "turning inside out" sort of feeling, like a rotating sensation in your 
guts. It tends to involve relatively large or huge Level 3 structures, which also have a 
sense of being turned inside out during resubordination, like some sort of rotation in 
higher than three dimensions. It's as if big things become small and small things 
become big, but nothing is discarded. 
 
When this happens, there will be attendant flickers on Level 2 as well as possibly some 
imagery, and you might get at least a vague sense of what just happened. 
 
My suspicion of what's happening here is that whys and especially whats are, in this 
case, not evaporating, but are in fact reconfiguring. It's perhaps a re-sequencing and 
reprioritizing of plan steps, of whats, possibly on a weeks to decades-long timescale, 
depending.  
 

 



 

The whole thing can sort of come in rolling waves and last minutes. Mixed in with these 
rolling waves of resubordination might come "non-discrete resistance phase changes," 
which will be discussed in a later section. 
 
Another way to describe more dramatic resubordination experiences is as a sort of 
oceanic, inside-outy-ness. 
 
You may find that there's a certain participatory nature to this, that you can help it 
along. There's a tendency to want to turn away, in pain and fear. Yet, over time, 
resubordination can come to have an acquired, hurts-so-good kind of taste. In fact, the 
unpleasantness can come in waves, coming again, often just when you think it's finally 
over, over and over again, and it's just as bad each time, if not worse--more painful, 
scarier. But, you come to get a sense that, globally, things are getting better and better 
each time, and that you want what's on the other side of all of it. You start being able 
to enter into resubordination with more and more confidence. 
 
You might find that resubordination goes well with an opening and surrendering 
quality; there's an allowing to it. You might find that you're engaging in a gentle 
"fending" and "protecting," like, tendrils or tentacles are reaching down to try and 
prevent the resubordination from taking place, and you're gently, deftly fending off 
each of those tentacles. And while you're doing this, the whole thing hurts, but it's a 
clean pain. 
 
With time and practice with Folding, over days or weeks. you might start to get a sense 
of "resubordination debt," like you have a large repository of what-chains that would 
like to rearrange into place. But, you aren't ready yet, because it would be too painful 
or you just don't know how to make it all fit. Doing Folding can help you chip away at 
your resubordination debt over time, until, eventually, it seems as if there's almost 
nothing left, and you feel relatively more unconflicted and complete. 
 
Over time, as you get better at doing resubordination and "surfing reality in real time," 
resubordination debt accumulates much more slowly, as you and the world change, 
and your plans need to change. And, over time, you may come to prioritize bringing 
your resubordination debt down on a weekly or even daily basis. And, you'll spend less 
and less time with a feeling that, say, parts of your self are being ignored. 
 

 



 

Those parts may not be handled. Other techniques are good for that. But those parts 
aren't ignored, and suffering is greatly, greatly reduced. 
 
4.2.7 non-discrete resistance phase change 

"Non-discrete resistance phase changes" were alluded to in the resubordination 
section. It's a big name for a relatively straightforward experience. Basically, at times 
during Folding, fairly abruptly, a wave of suffering and despair can come over you. 
 
It seems that you've entered a locally less appealing, less workable state, even though 
things are better globally. Of course, take whatever steps you need to feel 
better--journal, talk to a friend or therapist. But, if you can tolerate it, and you feel it's 
safe to do so, I recommend you just keep going. The fastest way to feel better is to go 
straight through and to keep doing Folding. 
 
You may find it comes in waves, and it can be quite awful, "Oh no, not again!" 
 
Be advised that these experiences can be quite intense. Also be advised that they can 
come, apparently without warning, and it can take time to work them out (minutes, 
hours, a couple days). 
 
So, it can be strategic to hold off on major Folding before important life events or when 
you need to be "on your game." 
 
 
 
4.2.8 out-of-scope noticing 

There is another experience one can have, which is worth mentioning, which is called 
"out-of-scope" noticing. It's not an updating experience, per se, but it can be an 
important precursor. 
 
This experience has a bit of a flavor of catching a "NO!" in that it's seemingly just as 
counterintuitive each time it happens, though one can get in the habit of doing it. It's as 
if each time it happens, it's fresh and new and just as novel and challenging. 
 
The experience is as if you're noticing something just over your shoulder, that's been 
there all along. It can happen when you're attending to another Level 3 object or when 
you haven't been quite sure what to do next for ten to sixty seconds. Rather than there 

 



 

being a sense of something having just appeared, there's a sense of it having been 
there for a while. And, sometimes, there's a sense that everything had stalled until you 
noticed it. 
 
Once you notice it, you can add it as per normal and perform attending and folding on 
it. 
 
I think what's happening here is that you're gently breaking down a habit of mind that 
never considered that particular object in the current context. Yet, nevertheless, the 
"extra-schematic conflict detector" knew it was important, and a concern was throwing 
a wrench in things until it got noticed. And, having noticed it, you can now take into 
account. And this alleviates concerns and makes your overall plans more effective and 
stable. 
 
So, do watch out for this experience, and try to become more sensitized to when you 
might be approaching it. Doing this can greatly speed up your Folding, with less time 
spent not being sure where to go next. It's possible that certain kinds of figuring might 
help these experiences happen faster or even not need to happen at all. So, be on the 
lookout, too, for making your figuring subtly more efficient. 
 
4.2.9 physical experiences 

Finally, I'd like to note some physical phenomena. It can be the case that updating is 
accompanied by physical shuddering sighs, deep breathes, bodily twitching and 
shaking, contorted facial expressions, head twitching or making "No" or "Yes" 
motions, and so forth. 
 
I find that allowing or even encouraging these movements to happen can facilitate 
updating experiences. They seem to be benign, aside from maybe pulling a neck 
muscle if you're not attentive, and they seem to never happen in social situations 
where I'd rather they didn't. 
 
4.3 Conclusion 

So, that is Folding. Less and less internal conflict. Fewer and fewer activated 
controlling beliefs. Not necessarily clear goals and direction, but other techniques are 
good for that.  
 

 



 

Over time, with more and more practice, especially with catching and attending, the 
mind seems to become more and more deft and more and more pliable. You become 
more and more able to "surf reality" as it happens, catching resistance in the act, 
updating on the fly, and so forth. Being able to catch discrete resistance as it happens 
means less suffering. You may also find that you can resubordinate on the fly as well, 
with less and less resubordination debt. 
 
Overall, it seems that liberal use of Folding leads to less suffering, deeper and more 
pervasive inner alignment with "what you really want," and much greater effectiveness 
in the world. 
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